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NOTES AlfD GLOSSARY FOR THE VOICE-LEADING GRAPHS 
1 • The note-values ind lea te the structural value and 
significance of tones and chords; they do not indi-
cate rhythmic values. 
2. The difference in structural significance is given in 
four different note values: whole-notes, half-notes, 
quarter-notes, and notes without stem. The latter 
are used to indicate embellishments, passing tones, 
and appoggiaturas. The highest note-values in a 
graph represent tones or chords of the highest struc-
tural order. Among notes of equal value, those whose 
stems reach the same level are of the same structural 
order. 
3. Square quarter notes indicate the more important decep-
tive cadences, especially those deceptive cadences 
that tend to change the direction of motion. 
4. Horizontal, solid arrows (used mostly in rerard to bass 
motions) indicate the direction or driving tendency 
of the music in general, or passing motions in 
particular. 
5. The relation between identical and different tones or 
chords, and specifically their structural connection, 
is indicated by dotted or solid slurs and lines, 
curved or horizontal arr01rs or by beams. 
6. Brackets of various kinds indicate either chord pro-
longations~ or melodic and contrapuntal 
parallelisms 
7. A note in parenthesis means a note expected on the 
basis of direct voice leading, but omitted or sub-
stituted for in the composition. 
8. Roman numerals are assigned to harmonic chords only; 
the relative size of these numerals corresponds to 
their structural value. 
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GLOSSARY OF SYH30LS 
Passing tone or passing chords 
Neighbor note or neighbor-note chord 
Upper and lower neighbor note 
Leading tone 
Neighbor-passing chord 
Contrapuntal-structural chord 
Mixture, indicating modal interchange 
Substitute dominant 
Substitute applied dominant 
Tritone 
Half tone and whole tone 
Interruption, indicating that continuity would 
exist even if the chord or passage enclosed 
by these symbols were eliminated 
A note of a progression in fourths that has 
structural significance, 
Deceptive cadence 
vii 
INTRODUCTION 
A composer possesses a certain uniqueness, a 
trade-mark, which pervades his musical expression. In clas-
sifying the music of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, 
it is common to place a composer in a group or period, 
thereby delineating, to some extent, the style expected of 
him. Impressionism and expressionism are terms that have 
become associated with the twentieth century and while they 
serve a similar purpose, this century has drawn upon the 
more distant past as well as the present for its harmonic 
language. Many diverse styles are with us, and we think of 
I 
men like Stravinsky, Schoenberg, Bartok, Hindemith, and 
Prokofiev as working within a style that we have come to 
associate with their names. I 
If it is possible to come close to an understanding 
of how a composer fused the diverse materials and techniques 
common to his contemporaries into an individual style, it 
will be necessary to adopt a system of analysis that will 
transcend the scope of a customary stylistic observation. 
The method must go below the surface of visible idiomatic 
procedures in a search for fundamental underlying charac-
teristics that will bear out a common denominator in the 
composer's architectonic principles. 
!Aaron Copland, OUr New Music (New York: McGraw-Hill 
Book Company, Inc., 194TT: p:-124. 
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Actually two main problems have been suggested. 
First of all, visible idiomatic procedures are recognized in 
the music of any past composer but many of the materials and 
techniques common to this century are not completely under-
stood. They are cataloged. We recognize the use of whole-
tone scales and chords in the music of Debussy. Polychords, 
clusters, pandiatonicism, chords by fourths are all terms 
that really only establish a frame of reference. First a 
composer found one of these tools an integral part of his 
expression. Later a theorist recognized the product. It is 
presented barely, objectively, really without essence or art. 
As a budding composer, one is encouraged to play with these 
tools, to try them out in class. One soon finds that with-
out organization they can be quite meaningless. 
Therein lies one of the purposes of this paper. A 
system of analysis will have to be found that can cope with 
the organizing forces of relatively modern techniques. To 
establish what gives music coherence and continuity is more 
important than recognizing the bare materials. The problem 
becomes quite difficult if one is forced to admit that even 
the music of the Classical and Romantic Periods has not been 
adequately analyzed. The classroom system of naming chords 
may be necessary but it tells little of how music flows. 
The study of counterpoint is perhaps more adequate but many 
of its rules are not up to date with the music or, if they 
are, there is little agreement about them in their 
application to more recent developments. 
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The truth is that harmony and counterpoint are insep-
arable. An ideal analytical procedure should encompass a 
horizontal approach along with the vertical. A harmonic pro-
gression is dependent upon moving voices. The voice-leading 
characteristics of music largely control its movement. 
Between two moving voices there is a sense of balance or 
equilibrium that is continually at work. By the fluctuation 
of dissonance and consonance the motion alternates between 
tension and relaxation. More than two voices may be involved 
but the polarity of some outside voice activity seems most 
consistent. 
The music that will be examined in this thesis is 
felt to be based on tonality. Prokofiev's music contains 
the cadences that classical music has always exhibited. It 
is extremely triadic. There doesn't appear to be any ultra-
modern concept at work that would lead one to consider any 
revolutionary method of analysis. 
The approach to analysis, then, will involve search-
ing out the horizontal and vertical workings of music that 
is still assumed to have tonal organization. Having the use 
of a method that will break down any music that is based on 
tonality may give more insight into the music of many other 
composers whose works are not clearly understood. The sys-
tem that has been studied as a basis for this paper has 
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certainly shed more light on a vast amount of music. It is 
not so limited that, as we come into a period where tonality 
is said to be losing its foothold, its concepts become mean-
ingless. It is hoped that this will be true of the way in 
which the method has been adapted for the purposes of exami-
ning the works of a particular composer. One might go as 
far as to say that even if the music cannot be reduced to 
the outlining of functional harmonies, one will still under-
stand more about how the music was composed or at least what 
holds it together. 
A consideration of the purpose of the paper has 
necessarily come last. If a method of coping with the 
organizing processes of more modern music has been found, 
then the concentration on the music of one composer may 
proceed. It is the music of Prokofiev that is concerned. 
The underlying secrets of his planning and organization will 
be found out by observing the reoccurrence of certain pat-
terns and formulas. There will be a search for the common 
denominators by which one recognizes the music of Prokofiev. 
CHAPTER I 
BACKGROUND FOR ANALYSIS 
The late Heinrich Schenker is credited with defining 
the fundamental principles of tonal organization. Working 
in the previous century he developed a system of analysis 
that offered a clearer insight into the essentials of har-
monic progressions. His ideas were not completely new to 
the period in which he lived but his methods were concrete 
enough to become adopted by other theorists coming after him. 
The concepts of Schenker have been embraced by 
Felix Salzer in an attempt to develop and extend a system of 
analytical investigation which could be worthwhile in the 
dissection of music of this century. 2 Schenker himself did 
not intend that music beyond 1900 should become subject to 
his method of analysis but Salzer's work has considerable 
merit. 
The theory that is expounded by these men is that the 
recognition of chord significance has far more profound 
implications than the usual descriptive labeling of chords 
that is inherent in our present-day harmonic analysis. "The 
study of chord significance • • • reveals the meaning of a 
chord and the specific role it plays in a phrase or section 
2Felix Salzer, Structural Hearing (New York: Dover 
Publications, Inc., 1962), Vol. I. 
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of a work, or in the work in its entirety."3 In other words, 
the mere naming of chords has little meaning as to how a 
particular chord fits into a larger whole, When one speaks 
of tonal organization one implies that music contains an 
organic force which gives it coherence and continuity. The 
building materials in music didn't accidentally fall in 
place. Each chord or group of notes were subjected to organ-
ization. In order to recognize the way in which music has 
been planned it is necessary to see how the individual 
pieces fit together. 
}rusic exists 1n time. From beginning to end there is 
an expression of motion. If it is a logical motion it must 
have direction, a direction toward a conclusion or goal. 
Because of this direction the function which chords or tones 
fulfill depends upon the destination and the direction the 
motion takes to complete it. 
From the realization of musical direction and the 
differentiation between chord grammar and chord significance 
came the distinction between structure and prolongation. 
• • • the structural outline or framework represents 
the fundamental motion of the goal • • • • The whole 
interest and tension of a piece consists in the expan-
sions, modifications, detours and elaborations of4this basic direction, and these we call prolongations. 
3~.' p. 10. 
4Ibid.' p. 14. 
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At this point it would be advisable to demonstrate 
exactly what form a basic structure might take and also indi-
cate how its prolongations are related to it. This will be 
done but first there must be some explanation of the basic 
tenets of our classical concept of harmony. 
The harmonic concept that we are dealing with is 
based on the relationship of the fifth as it occurs in the 
overtone series. From this relationship evolves the funda-
mental harmonic progression I-V-I. A chord demonstrates a 
harmonic function if it is a member of the fundamental pro-
gression I-V-I. After the fifth there is the weaker rela-
tion of a major third. Thus, the II, III, IV, and VI may be 
present, preceding V, as they are related either to the tonic 
or dominant. They serve as intermediary points between the 
motion from tonic to dominant. These chords in a complete 
progression, for example, I-II-V-I,constitute the more verti-
cal, the structural framework. 
All structures not based on this harmonic association 
are products of motion and direction and have a horizontal 
or contrapuntal tendency. They come about from the forces 
of voice direction between the structural points. It is by 
these qualities that we recognize prolongation. 
PROCEDURE--PART I 
The following excerpt from Beethoven's Pathetigue 
Sonata will be used to illustrate how the music is to be 
broken down into its separate entities. The relationship 
between structure and prolongation is methodically expressed 
in voice-leading graphs. 
The difference in structural significance is given in 
three different note values: half notes, quarter notes, and 
notes without stem. The highest note values in a graph rep-
resent tones or chords of the highest structural order. 
Among notes of equal value, those whose stems reach the same 
level are of the same structural order. The smallest black 
notes are the least significant. 
Graph A already shows the basic direction of the 
voices. Considering the first two measures and the first 
beat of the third it will be noticed that the contrapuntal 
chords appear within a single harmony rather than between 
members of a harmonic progression. The G and Bb in the 
upper voice are lower and upper neighbor notes to the struc-
tural Ab• The lower two voices under these notes are 
passing tones with the exception of the lower neighbor Gin 
meas. 2. These chords merely prolong or elaborate the 
single Ab harmony. They are identified as neighbor-note or 
neighbor-passing chords. 
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Meas. 3 constitutes a direct passing motion to a 
dominant structure in meas. 4 where there is a temporary 
period of relaxation. The bass has filled in the gap between 
tonic and dominant. This scalewise motion between structural 
points is called horizontalization. It is identified by a 
connecting beam. There is a particularly strong impulse of 
direction between the Ab and Eb harmonic structures which 
will be recognized by the presence of the upper ascending 
tetrachord of Eb (under brackets) in the inner voice. The 
Ab is retained in the upper voice to become the seventh of 
an applied dominant over the descending F in the bass. The 
horizontal arrow indicates the direct passing motion. The 
sense of drive is much greater here than in the first two 
measures where the prolongation is of an ornamental or 
retarding nature. 
Although the tension is relaxed in meas. 4 it will be 
noticed that the bass descent has not been completed. The 
horizontalization continues until the root of the structural 
supertonic chord is reached in meas. 7. This descent is 
hardly interrupted by the appearance of the root of its 
applied dominant. An applied or secondary dominant offers 
additional color and gives emphasis to the following chord. 
The curved arrow denotes its presence. 
Graph B shows more clearly that even though the domi-
nant chord in meas. 4 must be recognized as affording a 
temporary resting point it also falls within the longer bass 
horizontalization that is also accompanied by a parallel 
descent from the tonic to the second degree of the scale. 
1 1 
The G of this neighbor-passing chord was shown in Graph A as 
being retained until it expanded chromatically upward in con-
trary motion to the two lower voices, The role of the chords 
within the complete horizontalization is that of passing 
chords between the structural harmonies of the tonic and the 
supertonic. The over-all motion is completed by the struc-
tural harmonies II-V-I. 
The difference in function between the prolonging dom-
inants in meas. 1, 2 and 4 and the structural dominant in 
meas. 7 furnishes a good illustration of grammatically iden-
tical chords assuming different roles. 
If one knows something of Schenker's system, the 
absence of an analysis of the melody will seem strange. In 
the Beethoven example the bass line was given full considera-
tion and certain upper voices were assumed tc have a more 
structural position. Dr. Salzer assumes that the signifi-
cance of chords and the significance of actual melody tones 
are interdependent in the formation of a musical organism.5 
In the music of Prokofiev, as it has been examined here, 
this tenet seems questionable. It is agreed that the melody 
notes must be taken into consideration but the upper 
5Ibid., PP· 45-48. 
structural voice does not necessarily make use of actual 
melody notes. The Beethoven excerpt was treated in agree-
ment with the latter viewpoint. 
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It is agreed then that there are outside voices that 
generally control the motion and direction of music. The 
bass or an implied bass is the lower structural voice but 
what linear movement constitutes the upper structural voice 
depends largely on voice-leading forces. 
In identifying an upper voice as part of the struc-
tural framework certain factors will be considered. The 
highest structural voice must be a stable one. A voice may 
be considered stable if its pattern or motive continually 
reoccurs throughout the music. The chord-defining qualities 
produced by the horizontal motion of the outside voices must 
at least bring into focus the most basic vertical harmonies. 
A voice may also be considered stable if it is a 
single, retained voice with hardly more than a neighbor-note 
motion away from it. Voices that move in one direction in a 
chromatic or scalewise fashion may sometimes be structural, 
but very often the inside voices on the graphs will be recog-
nized as having these qualities. 
It may not always be possible to recognize the polar-
ity of only two voices. A third voice may appear nearly as 
structural as the upper voice. In instances where there 
seems to be some organization around a group of adjacent 
notes it may be difficult to indicate which note is the more 
13 
structural at a given time. In such cases the bass motion 
may lead to an adequate understanding of direction. Further-
more, the bass may combine with a reoccurring interval to 
create a common device which appears to be a fundamental 
mechanism to the organization. Assigning one voice as an 
upper structure may be rather meaningless. The graphs should 
attempt to convey whatever appears to be the most significant 
or constructive voice-leading design. 
The above-mentioned fundamentals for constructing 
voice-leading graphs must not be misconstrued as having 
validity in the graphing of music of other composers. It 
can only be said that these guides have worked in the break-
down of Prokofiev's construction, whether simple or complex. 
Although many of Salzer's terms and symbols have been 
adopted there are a few changes that have been made. The 
curved arrow that identifies an applied dominant is some-
times used to indicate any root progression of a fourth. A 
dotted curve arrow may be used for the sake of clarity. For 
example a dotted arrow might suggest a possible but not 
certain resolution. A deceptive cadence is shown by a curved 
arrow but is marked DC. 
Salzer's definition of two vertical lines indicated 
an interruption but is applied to form. Here the symbol II is 
used on either side of a chord or passage that could be 
temporarily left out without destroying the continuity of the 
harmonic progression. 
In Salzer's graphs whole notes are avoided because 
the stemmed note is given the highest structural signifi-
cance. Whole notes have been used in the included graphs 
but are of less value than the stemmed white notes. 
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It is the emphasis on the horizontal aspect of music 
that warrants the use of this method of analysis. By the 
use of voice-leading graphs with their step-by-step inter-
pretations the basic framework will become apparent. The 
over-all musical fabric will be reduced to the underlying 
structural voices, simultaneously showing the relationship 
of direct or indirect phases of motion, detours, interrup-
tions--in short, prolongation. By observing the repetition 
of certain exemplars and formulas the basic elements of 
Prokofiev's style will make themselves known. 
CHAPTER II 
PROKOFIEV 
Prokofiev, like Mozart, was introduced to music at an 
early age and rapidly developed a proficiency in composition. 
He improvised at the age of six and was soon composing short 
pieces for the piano. He was born in 1891 to a family who 
paid particular attention to his musical education. His 
mother played the piano works of Beethoven and Chopin for 
him and he had a rich music-loving uncle at whose estate his 
own youthful works were heard. 
As he grew up he studied under the best teachers. 
Reinhold Gliere took charge of him at the age of eleven. He 
entered the Petersburg Conservatory in 1904 and studied 
harmony and counterpoint with Liadov, and orchestration with 
Rimsky-Korsakov. Later he studied conducting with Tcherepnin 
and piano with Annette Essipova, who had been the wife of 
Leschetizky. Prokofiev graduated in 1914 and won a prize 
for his performance of his own First Piano Concerto. 
Although he graduated with honors he was a pugnacious 
student. The new and modern works of the day appealed to 
him and his own compositions were hardly what his professors 
wanted from him. The radical means of expression found in 
his piano concerto was labeled "football music" and he 
became quite a controversial figure. Like Prokofiev's 
earlier and startling Diabolic Suggestions, the concerto is 
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a show-piece for the athletic pianist. The brutal drive and 
toccata-like figurations common to these works foreshadowed 
the mechanistic style that later became one of the most 
characteristic features in his music. 
Prokofiev established himself as one of Russia's 
better known composers in the next few years. He composed 
an opera, ~ Gambler, a ballet, ~ Buffoon, the Second and 
Third Piano Concertos, three piano sonatas, and two other 
works that have become particularly admired, the Scythian 
Suite and the Classical Symphony. 
Soon after his graduation he visited London where he 
met Diaghilev. The impressario urged him to write music for 
a ballet and suggested that Prokofiev choose some ancient or 
prehistoric subject matter. When the composer later sho1red 
him~~ Lolli, Diaghilev objected to its being too much 
like Stravinsky's ~ Sacre du printemps. The score was 
recast to become the Scythian Suite for orchestra. 
In 1917 Prokofiev completed a symphony that was com-
posed in the classical manner of the late eighteenth century. 
This was in sharp contrast to his previous tendencies toward 
realism and the grotesque. His critics were amazed at his 
"neoclassic style" but one of his reasons for writing the 
Classical Symphony was to test the accuracy of his hearing 
away from the piano. He felt he could hear the harmonies 
best by using conventional chords. In spite of his reasons 
for composing in the classical form and language this work 
preceded a trend in music that was soon to come. 
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Prokofiev managed to procure a passport to leave his 
native land when the Russian Revolution broke out. He came 
to America in 1918 and from then until 1921 he made several 
trips between America and Europe. His time spent in this 
country was generally disheartening. He made public appear-
ances on the concert stage but his works were not well 
received. He played his First Piano Concerto in New York 
and the critics found it too ultra-modern. He met with some 
fortune when the Chicago Opera Company contracted to perform 
his comic opera, ~ ~ of Three Oranges. However, the 
opera company found it necessary to postpone the production 
and it wasn't until 1921 that it was finally performed. The 
opera was very well received in Chicago but when it moved to 
New York it fell flat. It wasn't until 1949 that it was 
revived by the New York City Opera Company and became a 
great success. The Third Piano Concerto was also first per-
formed in Chicago and although the composer played it many 
times in America and Europe it was slow in gaining the recog-
nition it deserved. In this work speed and percussive force 
predominate but sometimes alternate with mellow lyricism. 
It has been called one of the finest piano concertos of our 
century. 
Prokofiev was to find an ideal environment in Paris. 
He established residence there in 1923 and during the next 
18 
decade came to take his place beside the other notables of 
the day. Stravinsky, Diaghilev, Koussevi tzky, "The Six," as 
well as Picasso and his followers all centered their activi-
ties in the French headquarters of culture. Prokofiev quali-
fied because he was strongly anti-romantic, a satirist with 
rather a grotesque sense of humor; he had classical tenden-
cies; he used dissonant harmonies, and he had already brought 
, 
forth his own dynamic style mecanigue. 
Under Diaghilev, Prokofiev produced ~ Progress £! 
Steel, displaying the epitome of his mechanistic style, and 
~ Prodigal £2a, a work which turned toward nec-romantic 
expression. The latter work was used in his Fourth Symphony 
which was commissioned by the Boston Symphony Orchestra. 
His Second and Third Symphonies also belong to the 
Paris period. These works were particularly dissonant, 
especially the second. The quartet in ~ minor was commis-
sioned by the Library of Congress and Prokofiev wrote the 
Fourth Piano Concerto for the one-armed pianist,Paul 
Wittgenstein. The Fifth Piano Concerto, one of the last of 
the composer's Paris works, is notable for its excessive 
acrobatic demands upon the player. 
In 1932 Prokofiev returned to Soviet Russia. One can 
only guess at his purpose in doing so but it could have been 
due to a combination of reasons. Prokofiev seemingly lived 
happily in Paris with his Cuban wife and two children, but he 
gradually grew discontented. His success was diminishing. 
He was unable to compete with Stravinsky and yet among 
conservatives he was a radical. In 1927 and in 1929 
Prokofiev visited Russia where he was ardently welcomed. 
In Italy he had met Maxim Gorky, the inventor of socialist 
realism, who perhaps sparked the composer's feeling of 
responsibility to his homeland. He also felt that his art 
as well as that of his contemporaries had reached a limit 
19 
in complexity and dissonance. He began to search for 
greater simplicity. It was about this time that his contem-
poraries reached similar conclusions. 
In the first years of his Russian period, Prokofiev 
seemed to enjoy ample privileges as a composer even though 
the new doctrine of socialist realism was in effect. The 
doctrine applied to all creative artists in attempting to 
make them conform to the artistic needs of the broad masses. 
Writers and musicians were to become propagandists for the 
state. 
Prokofiev seemed to work as he pleased. He composed 
for the theatre--ballets, films, incidental music for plays. 
Romeo ~Juliet was written in 1935 and Cinderella in 1941-
44. From these ballets that received grand productions he 
later made orchestral suites. There is some return to sim-
plicity in these works--less dissonance and more melody. 
Lieutenant Kije and Alexander Nevsky were among his 
film scores. In some sections of Alexander Nevsky (1938) 
the music tends to relapse into a kind of imitation of 
20 
nineteenth-century Russian composers. As the film was 
partly meant as a propaganda piece this may have been a sign 
that Prokofiev was feeling the pressure of the government. 
The struggle for extreme simplification was a problem that 
may be witnessed in various Soviet scores, especially after 
1936 when Shostakovitch was singled out for a verbal attack 
by Pravda. Simplification came natural to Prokofiev only 
when he wrote for children. He composed children's songs, 
piano pieces and the extremely popular Peter~ !h! Wolf. 
After 1936 Prokofiev began to contribute works that 
lent themselves to the demands of the government. ~mny 
glorification and war propaganda pieces came from his pen. 
Among them are the Russian overture, Seven Songs 2f !h! 
~~sses, the cantata, Toast to Stalin and the Cantata for !h! 
Twentieth Anniversary Qf !h! October Revolution. During the 
war years he wrote war~ Peace (1941-42), the largest work 
of a nationalist nature. This work has more claim to indi-
viduality in its use of broad and extended melodies. 
It was not until the war years that Prokofiev began 
to go back again to abstract forms. Then he produced a 
series of such compositions in the nineteen-forties and 
fifties. He wrote the Sixth, Seventh, Eighth and Ninth 
Piano Sonatas, his Second String quartet, and the Fifth, 
Sixth, and Seventh Symphonies. In most of these works he 
showed that his real art was very much alive. 
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Prokofiev made his last trip outside the Iron Curtain 
in 1938 and personal reports about him were not the most 
reliable. His home life was disrupted when he left his wife 
and children. He later married a member of the Communist 
Party who evidently had personal connections in the Kremlin. 
He managed to stay out of trouble for a time but the 
government ideologists were unhappy with his music. His 
Fifth Symphony, and later his Seventh, was accepted but works 
like ~ ~ Peace and the Sixth Symphony were downgraded. 
Even his later simplified style was considered too intellec-
tual for the proletariate. The most celebrated composers in 
Russia came under the wrath of the governmental critics at 
Zhdanov's conference with the musicians in 1948. Prokofiev 
himself was forced to go through the ritual of owning up to 
his errors and, to cleanse himself of sin,_ composed an opera, 
~ Story £! ~ ~ ~. based on a war novel about a Soviet 
airman who lost his legs in battle. It was not accepted and 
was branded as being too full of western modernism. 
It was not until 1951 that the composer again found 
favor with the state. The Stalin Prize was bestowed upon 
two works, one being an oratorio, Qa Guard !2£ Peace. It 
was big, solemn and genuinely inspiring. In spite of its 
patriotic nature, Prokofiev managed to avoid hackneyed 
ideas. His last ballet, ~ Stone Flower, also reveals, for 
the last time, his talent for writing rich melodies. 
?rokofiev's death on lt,arch 8, 1953, nearly coincided 
v:ith that of Josef Stalin. Like the dictator, the composer 
succumbed to a cerebral hemorrhage. 
GE;,;ERAL STYLISTIC FEATURES 
In a brief discussion of Prokofiev's stylistic 
features, Nicolas Slonimsky has said that 
The evolutionary catalogue of Prokofiev's 1·mrks 
shows an extrs.ordinary constancy of purpose. There 
are no sudden changes of style, no incursions into 6 self-denying classicism or sweeping modernism ••• 
Prokofiev's only biographer, Israel ~restyev, has 
attempted to divide the composer's development into three 
periods: the very productive if somewhat contradictory 
period of his youth (1907-1918}; the difficult foreign 
period, ending in 1933; and finally, the Soviet period 
(1933-53), the most valuable and productive period of his 
work. This Soviet-oriented vrri ter gives a rather slanted 
version of much of Prokofiev's western tendencies, labeling 
his more modern devices "formalistic," a very naughty word 
in the Communist language. He admits how·ever that 1-re come 
to knovr the best of Prokofiev from both his youthful and 
most mature periods, that we can distinguish in both certain 
Soviet 
(April 
6racolas Slonimsky, "Serge Prokofiev: 
Kusic," ~ American Quarterly Qll ~ 
1939) }co. 1, Vol. II, p. 37. 
His Status 
Soviet Union 
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common stylistic features, certain unique and expressive 
ways of handling melody, harmony, rhythm, and orchestration.7 
While the composer himself has shunned any attempt to 
lay down a basic system for composition, he has outlined the 
principal elements which have dominated his art. 
First is the classical element. Prokofiev traced its 
origin to childhood when he heard his mother play Beethoven 
sonatas, This ingredient takes a neo-classical form (sona-
tas, concertos), sometimes imitating the eighteenth-century 
classics (Gavottes, the Classical Symphony, partly the 
Sinfonietta). The second element is that of innovation, 
The modern trend began with the early meeting with Taneyev 
when he was reproached for the "crudeness" of his harmonies, 
At first this took the form of a search for his own harmonic 
language, developing later into a search for a language in 
which to express powerful emotions (Despair, Diabolic 
Suggestions, Sarcasms, Scythian Suite, The Gambler, Seven, 
They ~ Seven, !h! Second Symphony, Sonata ~· 2• and 
!h! Quintet). The third element, which he calls "the 
toccata, or motor element," is traced to the impression made 
upon him by Schumann's Toccata, Although he considers this 
line the least important it must be admitted that this fea-
ture is one of Prokofiev's most outstanding trade-marks, 
7Israel v. Nestyev, Prokofiev (Stanford, California: 
Stanford University Press, 1960) 
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(Toccata, Op. 11, passages in the Third Piano Concerto, the 
repetitive melodic figures 1n the Scythian Suite, ~ 
d'acier, and "The Battle on Ice" from Alexander Nevsky are 
just a few examples.) Fourth is the lyric element, which 
lay for a long time in relative obscurity, but gre" gradu-
ally to a place of first importance. It appeared first as 
a thoughtful and meditative mood, not always associated with 
a long melody (~ Fairy Tale, Dreams, Autumnal Sketch, ~ 
Legend, Op. 12), but sometimes partly contained in the long 
melody (choruses on Balmont texts, beginning of the First 
Violin Concerto, Q!1 Grandmother's Tales). The real lyri-
cism is found in the later works (Fifth and Seventh Symphonies, 
Second Violin Concerto, and Eighth and Ninth Piano Sonatas). 
Lastly, there is the element of the grotesque, which the com-
poser prefers to regard as a deviation from the other lines. 
He would rather describe this quality as "scherzo-ish," or 
else by three words describing the various degrees of the 
scherzo--whimsicality, laughter, mockery. 
It will be assumed that the same five elements domi-
nated Prokofiev's music throughout his creative life, 
although these elements were not always present in the same 
degree. The most significant change took place around the 
time Prokofiev returned to Russia in 1932. Just previous to 
this time he had been weighing his own music and that of his 
contemporaries and had seen the need for greater simplicity, 
somewhat less dissonance and more melody. Prokofiev had 
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thus come to the conclusions which had been reached by many 
other contemporary composers, including Stravinsky, 
, Schoenberg, Hindemith, and Bartok. 
PROCEDURE--PART II 
The most lucid analysis will be achieved by progres-
sing from the least complicated to the more complex works 
of Prokofiev. The gay, transparent Classical Symphony is 
written in a style similar to the Viennese classics and the 
clearly constructed sonata allegro movement affords an 
opportunity to observe how the composer's touch of modernism 
adds a new freshness to the pre-Beethoven symphonic style. 
But the fact that Prokofiev's musical expression was founded 
on classical concepts will become apparent and makes the 
symphony a logical starting point. The complete first move-
ment will be analyzed. 
Only sections of other works will be used and in a 
gradual progression to the more modern and difficult styles 
of composition. Basic techniques that appear in the 
Classical Symphony will be followed and enlarged upon, and 
in this way the outstanding characteristics of Prokofiev's 
harmonic idiom will be brought into perspective. 
The following is a list of works from which principal 
sections have been selected for study, listed in the order 
of appearance. 
Classical Symfhony 
Op. 25 916-17 
Romeo and Juliet, Suite No. 2 
Op:04 1936 
Love of Three Oranges 
-op. 33 1919 
Sonata No. ~ 
Op.28 1917 
Toccata 
Op. 11 1912 
Scythian Suite 
Op. 20 1914-15 
Diabolic Sugfestions 
Op. 4 910-12 
Symphony !2.• 5 
Op. 100 T944 
First Movement 
"The Nontagues and the 
Capulets" 
"Juliet--The Little Girl" 
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"The Triumphant Procession" 
"Scherzo" 
Exposition 
Excerpt 
First Movement 
"Worship of Veles and Ala" 
First Movement excerpts 
CHAPTER III 
THE ANALYSIS 
The quickest glance at some of the voice-leading 
graphs will suggest rather basic elements underlying these 
works. Symmetric designs appear frequently--often in 
diverging or converging lines, sometimes in oblique patterns, 
and occasionally as parallel movements. The most basic 
rules of counterpoint are suggested but Prokofiev's use of 
them will prove to be quite unique. 
THE CLASSICAL SYMPHONY 
One can most easily grasp the significance of what 
has been hinted at by taking advantage of the clarity of the 
Classical Symphony. The first nine measures of the B theme 
are offered as a first example because the A-major tonality 
is well defined and there is no modulation. Referring to 
its modified structure, the oblique pattern formed by the 
outside voices on Graph B reveals a chordal conception but 
one in which the horizontal aspect is most important. Omit-
ting the F-major chord, a very symmetrical progression 
exists which prolongs the tonality of A with extreme simplic-
ity and directness. The bass skips down and back in fourths 
while the top voice moves scalewise down from the tonic to 
the submediant and returns. 
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That this particular voice has been singled out as 
the upper structural line is only partly due to its chord-
defining qualities; more important, it is one of the basic 
linear units of the composition. The descent from the tonic 
to the submediant is the most structural motive of the first 
movement. As the symphony begins there is barely any motion 
outside the tonic chord of D until the submediant ~ chord is 
reached in the seventh measure. The music and the 
I 
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accompanying graph in Ex. 2 illustrate this initial motive 
along with the accompanying voice a sixth lower. The struc-
tural motive usually appears in parallel sixths and numerous 
variations can be seen in the following examples or in 
Graphs B and C of the exposition in Appendix I • 
.E x,o.._mpPe 2. 
'I 
It cannot be denied that Graph B in Ex. 1 shows four-
part harmony and that the other two voices can hardly be 
omitted in a complete discussion of this phrase. It is our 
purpose, however, to derive Prokofiev's underlying voice-
leading characteristics. Notice that the leading tone, the 
final G#, moves to A along with a fourth progression in the 
bass. In a parallel manner the D# (inner voice) proceeds to 
E and aids in producing a secondary dominant on B. Although 
this contrapuntal motion may exemplify one of music's most 
common features it will be seen that Prokofiev used classi-
cal concepts to unite and control more advanced innovations. 
The 5-3-8 pattern that is shown on Graph B, Ex. 1, may be 
seen in Ex. 35, Graph A. This excerpt from Diabolic 
-Suggestions contains these vertical ~ntervals between the 
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bass and two of the upper scales. The graph demonstrates how 
the scales overlap and form an ascending chord formation up 
to the Ab chord. Less complicated versions of this pattern 
are also identified in Ex. 16, Graph D; Ex. 18, Graph B, and 
Ex. 19. 
An examination of Prokofiev's use of the tritone will 
disclose one of his ~avorite techniques in obtaining unusual · 
interest. The F-major chord on Graph B in Ex. 1 is sho1in as 
an interruption.8 If it is omitted continuity still exists 
with an irregular dominant resolution to the V of v. Since 
the bass moves down a fourth, the tritone continues a con-
trary motion, the leading tone descending, the seventh 
ascending chromatically. Actually this progression is 
assumed to be present in order to show the basic simplicity 
of the over-all design. The actual resolution of the tri-
tone has created a deceptive cadence. The F-major chord, 
borrowed from the sixth degree of the parallel minor, inter-
rupts the symmetry of the basic design and is responsible 
for the pleasant but unexpected change in harmony, especially 
as it is followed by the :S-major chord arpeggiated in the 
opposite direction. It is interesting that by leaping to a 
chord whose root lies a tritone away, Prokofiev is once more 
8The interruption is indicated by two vertical lines 
on either side of the chord to be temporarily omitted. 
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back to the very basic progression. This is also to be 
proven one of the composer's favorite moves and will be seen 
again in the next example. 
The melody can be traced in the inner voices on 
Graph B but Graph A contains the basic melodic line in the 
upper voice. The 0~ is used to create a smooth descending 
scale which tends to make the interruption, the F-major 
chord, sound perfectly acceptable. 
In the following examples one graph will be used when-
ever possible. This will serve to simplify the discussion 
but the reader may refer to the more thorough and gradual 
brea:kdown afforded by the graphs in the Appendix. This would 
be especially helpful in understanding the step-by-step elim-
ination o:f detail. 
A similar oblique design may be seen in Ex. 3 which 
follows the music in Ex. 1. Graph A exhibits a further 
elaboration on nearly the same structural voices. By nature 
of the sequences involved, however, the descending upper 
voice moves chromatically to E# before returning. (Upper 
brackets indicate sequences.) Omitting the two chords of the 
interruption, the dominant chord can be pictured as resolving 
to its own sixth degree of the scale, F# minor. This pro-
gression is not considered an interruption since together 
with the continuation to O#major, contrapuntal sequences 
are formed in the outside voices and descending parallel 
~ sixths are found in the soprano and ~enor voices which 
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extend to the C# chord. That the parallel sixths are to be 
considered as having structural importance has already been 
mentioned and briefly d.emonstrated in Ex. 2. In Ex. 3 the 
parallel sixths are nearly confined to the key of A except 
for the raised third of the mediant chord. 
The upper voice returns from E# to A while the tenor 
voice proceeds to the dominant note, E, thus crossing the 
voices through the F# octave. The chromatically altered 
E# becomes lowered by this motion. Even though an inside 
voice is involved, this device should not be overlooked. 
Prokofiev makes continual use of this device and it may be 
seen in Ex. 6, Graph A, and in Ex. 7 . 
"' 
I. 
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Graph A reveals how· the former deceptive cadence to 
F major is once again involved. The F chord then proceeds 
to C major in a sequential pattern. In the case of both 
deceptive cadences the G# of the tritone proceeds to A~ , 
thereby forming F major, then F# minor. This common note, 
connected by a dotted line on the graph, would tend to give 
more unity to the progression as the latter deceptive 
cadence is not actually preceded by the dominant but,again, 
by a chord whose root lies at a tritone interval. Inasmuch 
as the sequences are not exact as far as their prolongations 
are concerned, they have been referred to as contrapuntal 
sequences. They are the reverse of the oblique third to 
octave progression that was established in Ex. 1. 
, Another variation exists from ( 9) to (1 o) • The 
parallel sixths are the basic structure, but they appear 
over the bass common to the first example (Graph A, Ex. 4). 
The supertonic triad would ordinarily be a weak resolution 
for the dominant seventh, but the tritone is resolved,as in 
the second example, to C#-A. Because the root has dropped a 
fourth, these notes are seventh and ninth of an extended 
supertonic. Resolutions to notes of extended chords will be 
more often evident when Prokofiev uses more complicated har-
mony. It is assumed that the bass note D following the domi-
nant note E is only a passing note on the way to the real 
root of the extended chord. 
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The preceding examples have shovm how the outside 
voices have generally confined the B theme section to a 
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II-V-I situation. Only the resolution of the tritone or the 
deceptive bass motion have upset the nearly static pattern. 
The twelve measures that follow the fourth example bring 
the exposition to a close with coda material that has the 
same underlying harmony. A look at the graphs in the 
Appendix will corroborate this. The whole section is in A, 
the dominant key of the first movement. 
Ex. 5 illustrates the way in which the two deceptive 
cadences function in the manner of an ornamental resolution 
thus prolonging the dominant until the final A-major chord. 
The outside voices, in parallel thirds, move in an upper 
• 
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and lower neighbor-note motion around the first and third of 
the dominant chord. 
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It may be realized from the previous graphs that 
three voices form the highest structural outline. That the 
parallel sixths and bass lines will remain structural 
throughout will become even more evident in the succeeding 
examples. 
As it was stated in reference to Ex. 2 the composi-
tion remains well within the lcey of D at the outset and it is 
not until meas. 6 that there is a diatonic descent from D to 
the sixth de gree of the scale accompanied below by a voice 
at the interval of a sixth. Graph A in Ex. 6 shows how this 
is accomplished with the preceding i~etus of the crossing of 
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voices, D and J:'#, through the octave E. The V~ is repeated 
in meas. 7, this time with the presence of the seventh, and 
a vi6 chord follows again. It is important to realize that 
this is essentially an upper contrapuntal motion to the 
sixth degree of: the scale. It is partly related to the 
voice leading of a deceptive cadence (the third is doubled) 
but the bass resembles a pedal on D as both graphs illus-
trate. The A theme is still essentially D until suddenly a 
new entrance of the A theme is introduced at ( 1) , but in the 
key of C. Graph B displays the expansion of the interval 
D-B to c-c, the new beginning in c. The resolution to this 
chord from the B§ supplies leading tones to the root and 
fifth·. 
, A repeated motion to the sixth degree of the scale 
of C can be seen in me as. 4 and 5 follo1ving (1). . but in the 
fifth measure of (1) · the bass retains the note B instead of 
moving to the expected c. In other words, where the upper 
voice has descended to the submediant of C, the bass no1-r 
sustains the submediant of D. This has verification in the 
fact that the submediant of C retains its fifth, E, and the 
submediant of D retains its fifth, F#. (Note vertical 
brackets on Graph A.) Furthermore, while the A is retained 
in a less structural voice,the B finally returns upwards to 
D. The chord thus formed is most clearly identif:ied as a 
pivot chord on the sixth degree of the D scale. Graph A 
' indicates how this chord has been prQlonged. The D and C 
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in the chord resembling a D seventh chord are identified as 
upper and lower neighbor notes to E and B. It should be 
realized that C and D are the missing notes from the inter-
locked submediant chords. That this chord has the quality 
of progressing or returning to the same pivot structure is 
further established by brief instrumental entrances that 
begin on the chord and end on the returnin~ pivot chord. 
The momentary excursion to the originally expected A-minor 
~chord (meas. 6 in [1)) also returns to the same structure. 
The pivot seventh chord then resolves inwardly through 
the tritone to a cadence in D where the second A theme 
begins. This extreme converging motion will be referred to 
as a spiral. There is a diatonic structure underlying this 
contrary motion, the a-augmented chord becoming a passing 
chord before the tritone is reached. This kind of chromati-
cism is often used by Prokofiev as a useful adjunct but it 
is seldom used as the sole basic structure. 
Graph B identifies the initial D-scale structural 
motive as having less structural value than its continued 
horizontalization from the D tonic through the dominant to 
the third of the scale. (Refer to the upper beamed half 
notes.)9 Remember that the initial motive took place over 
9The t~rm horizontalization refers to the motion by 
which one of the outer voices outlines and fills an interval 
of the main chord. The interval is usually shown by a 
connecting beam. 
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the single bass note D. The bass then generally follows the 
upper half note structure but arrives at the dominant only 
as the pivot chord returns to the dominant tritone, C#-G. 
Finally, then, the introduction of the C-scale stru.ctUl"A.l 
motive overlaps the higher structural D-scale motive and 
horizontalization. The cq appears to effect a contrapuntal-
structural chord on C which allows the unusual second begin-
ning of the A theme. It might be referred to as a deceptive 
beginning. 
At (~ the second A theme begins. The music in the 
six measures following (2) has been graphed in the Appendix, 
but 'the actual music has been reproduced in Ex. 7. The 
melody and the accompaniment become inverted but it can be 
seen here that these six measures remain firmly in D. The 
upper interval F#-D over the bass note D would denote the 
basic structure until the beginning of meas. 7 in (2). 
The spiral beginning in meas. 7 in (2) constitutes a 
modulation to B minor. (Refer to Ex. 7.) The horizontalized 
melody in the tenor voice on Graph A is accompanied by a con-
verging spiral from the outer F#'s to B. Graph B estab-
lishes the fact that until the parallel sixths reach the 
structural F#-D there is no motion outside the first key. At 
this point the crossing voices have introduced G#, the raised 
sixth degree of the B-minor scale. The G# proceeds, 6-7-8, 
to B while the descending sixths reach the interval D-B. 
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The bass has used the third. of the D chord as the dominant 
of the submediant. The interruption on the G chord is a 
deceptive cadence made possible by the nature of the spiral, 
the resolution of the tritone and the parallel sixths. The 
G-major chord has two notes in common with the B-minor 
chord and they are shown by the dotted lines connecting D-B. 
The G#, a product of the spiral, is also introduced 
by the crossing voices. This kind of chromatic alteration, 
already referred to in Ex. 3, will also appear in the next 
example. Here in Ex. 7 the G# forms a tritone with the 
upper· n which resolves to A#-C#. The A# immediately becomes 
a member of the E-A# applied dominant tritone and resolves 
. 
first to the deceptive G chord and then to the submediant. 
' The submediant key is used 1n the repetition of the 
second A theme from (3) until the next spiral pattern start-
ing two measures before (4) • Because the music is a trans-
position of that found in Ex. 7 it vnll only be reproduced 
where the spiral pattern begins. The last sixth of Ex. 7, 
D-B, can be assumed structural until this point is reached. 
The spiral motion is exhibited in Ex. 8 and pro-
gresses from the third of the B-minor chord inward to the 
leading tone of the key of A. The melody proceeds from the 
I 
fifth of B minor to the fifth of the dominant of A. The 
graph proves that the structural sixth, D-B, becomes, then, 
a supertonic chord in the A key. The descending parallel 
sixths do not produce G# minor; the ass moves up a fourth 
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to the dominant of A. The sixth, C#-A, supplies the 
descending seventh and ninth of the supertonic. Notice that 
the chromatic alteration of the crossing voices delays the 
fifth of the supertonic chord and a tritone is created which 
resolves inwardly to the fifth and seventh of the B chord. 
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A dominant transition ((4J to (6)) follows this 
example which leads directly to the previously discussed B 
theme. This section is merely a further prolongation of the 
E7 chord. 
A further breakdown of the last two examples is shown 
in Ex. 9 in order to clarify the parallel motion of descend-
ing sixths with the bass moving in contrary fourths. In this 
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modified form the route to the key of A from the commencement 
of the second A theme 1s visualized as a direct prolongation 
from tonic to dominant. The drive toward V is especially 
strong with the bass motion in fourths. This root progres-
sion will be recognized as the strongest progression 1n 
music. The direct motion is indicated by the horizontal 
arrow. 
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The development section of this symphony will be 
understood as an interruption if 1t is made clear that there 
exists, at either end, a structural sixth, F-D, which is 
used in a II-V progression in the key of c. The latter is 
a II-V-I progression starting at meas. 2 before (19) and it 
introduces the deceptive entrance of the first A theme which 
marks the start of the recapitulation at (20) . (Refer to 
Ex. 11.) The structural sixth, F-D, which precedes the 
actual development of themes begins at (12) (Ex. 10). Here 
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is the ~irst A theme in D minor. Graphs A and B show this 
also as a prolongation o~ II- V which leads directly to a 
deceptive cadence on Ab at (13J • Since the D-minor version 
undergoes no real development it almost seems as though this 
section could have preceded the C-major entrance at (20), 
thereby beginning a recapitulation that would more closely 
resemble the exposition. 
If the corresponding graphs o~ the Appendix are made 
use of,it will also be seen that each structural sixth chord 
is approached from a fourth below: the D-minor chord in the 
development ~rom the exposition cadence, the supertonic chord 
after the development from the .final deceptive cadence of 
the development interruption. 
' The development of themes starts with the deceptive 
Ab chord at ~3). Graph Bin Ex. 10 demonstrated the tritone 
of the V in c as it resolved to Eb-C• From here to a final 
deceptive cadence on A minor (meas. 4 before ~9)) there is 
a long parallel line of sixth chords. They can be viewed on 
the graphs o~ the Appendix or in the unconnected examples 
that follow. These pa+allel chords, representing the above-
mentioned interruption, span two whole octaves be~ore the 
direction is changed to repeat the sixth chord F-D that 
precedes the recapitulation. 
The earliest descending sixth chords, illustrated in 
half notes, outline a diminished seventh chord (Ex. 12, 
Graph A). The Eb-c appears above its Ab root. The C-A has 
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F as a root and finally A-F# has B as a root which forces 
the diminished structure to appear at last as an extended 
dominant on this note. The quarter notes, Bb, Db, and G, 
form a minor-third construction also which allows a bass 
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note to lead to the F chord and then to the B dominant in 
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the manner of a deceptive cadence . The similarity of this 
bass progression to the progression underlying the initial B 
theme can be observed if Ex . 1 is re-examined. The red 
notes in Ex. 14 also demonstrate the repetition of this pro-
gression but it is perhaps more interesting to see that the 
progression is used here in connection with the development 
of the second A theme. 
The dominant on B is prolonged for eight measures 
starting at 84) . Here there is some development of the 
ffrst A theme ( s.ee Ex. 13). Graph A displays the temporary 
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movement to E minor as a neighbor-note motion. Even though 
the bass has progressed up a £ourth it immediately returns. 
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At me as. 5 in (14) the neighbor notes form a chord 
which has a very strong tendency to return to the B7 struc-
ture. The c7 chord with lowered fifth has the same notes as 
a dominant of B, assuming its fifth is lowered. (Note the 
F# in parenthesis under the c7 chord.) These chords are a 
tritone apart and contain the same tritone, E-Bb, even when 
the fifths are not present. It has been shown in Exs. 
and 3 how Prokofiev progresses from one chord to another 
whose root lies at the interval of a tritone. Here, in 
Ex. 13, is a case of substitution, one root for the other. 
The composer's use of such substitute dominants will be 
discussed in connection with Exs. 21, 22, 23, 24, and 25. 
At (15) (Ex. 14) the B theme is developed as the 
dominant chord B is resolved to an E-major chord. It can 
be seen in Graph A that the melodic voice, now in the bass, 
assumes a more structural role as it falls parallel to the 
descending sixth chords. It has been mentioned that the red 
notes ind1cate the chord roots and confirm that the basic 
progression is the transposed pattern that theme B started 
with in the exposition. However, in this example there is 
no return to the first chord, E major. At (16) there is a 
second entrance of the B theme in a dovetail fashion starting 
on the B~ chord. It is preceded by its dominant and then 
followed by the same F# chord as the seventh descends to D, 
the fifth of a deceptive cadence which contains G as the 
actual root. Graph A demonstrates th~ direct passing motion 
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in the bass dovm to the retained F# which lastly resolves to 
the G pedal point at (17) • The pedal is to become the domi-
nant of c. Because the G chord appears with its actual root 
in the bass the voice leading common to the deceptive cadence 
has been accepted as having more structural value. The 
leading tone, A# , returns to B, thus retaining B as the 
upper structural note. 
Ex. 15 will support the fact that from this point the 
sixths continue through a sixth chord, F-D, and a deceptive 
cadence on A minor is reached in meas. 4 in (18) before a 
change of direction takes place marking the end of the 
leng~hy interruption. 
Graph B in Ex. 14 exhibits a further modification of 
the horizontalization of the upper ascending sixths and is 
extended to include Graph B of Ex. 15. This has been done 
to show the basic scalewise motion that is contained in 
these two sections. To obtain scale notes from the section 
that includes the chords whose roots are tritonally related, 
it is necessary to choose the notes of either chord that 
offer the smoothest voice leading. This is not so ridicu-
lous as it may seem if one recalls that such chords are 
sometimes considered interchangeable. (Pages 30-31 and 48 
may be reviewed.) The C# in brackets indicates this note to 
be the stronger structural note in the ascent from E to its 
dominant, B. As D# changes to Dq over the dominant· pedal 
~oint there is an abrupt change from he notes common to the 
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E scale to the notes common to the C scale . The Bb in the 
inner voice merely aids in bringine about an applied domi-
nant to the proceeding subdominant structure . A I~-V-VI 
progression follows. 
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The change in tonality of scales progressing in the 
same direction can be seen in Romeo and Juliet (Ex. 19). 
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The spiral formations that bring about the split tetrachord 
also exemplify this procedure (Exs. 39 and 40 of Symphony 
l!Q. 5) • 
Graph C in Appendix I displays only the main chordal 
structures that exist between the structural sixths, Eb-C 
and E~C ( (13) --meas. 4 in (1s)). It must be kept in mind 
that this is essentially a contrapuntal prolongation con-
tained vri thin the horizontaliza tion between these two sixths. 
Graph D demonstrates the interruption as it falls between 
the two structural sixths, F-D. 
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The recapitulation woul d be of interest only in the 
way in which the B theme is kept in the initial key. At 
(22) the second A theme is found in B major where in the 
I 
I 
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corresponding position of the exposition it was in B minor. 
The graphs in Appendix I explain how this chord becomes an 
applied dominant of the supertonic while the upper structural 
note, B, is retained. 
The deceptive resolution of the B applied dominant 
to the C chord is shown as an interruption. The resolution 
of a seventh chord up a second and then up a fourth without 
the repetition of the dominant is a common characteristic in 
Prokofiev's harmony. The ~occata also contains a similar 
implied root movement. It will be recognized in Graph C, 
Appendi'x VI. 
MUSIC.AL EXAMPLES FROM OTHER WORKS 
VariatiGn of Oblique Pattern. 
The significance of an underlying progression in 
fourths in oblique or contrary motion with the upper voice 
can hardly be overestimated. An examination of music from 
the opera, Romeo ~ Juliet, will present further variations 
· on the same basic outline. Ex. 16 is taken from "The 
Montagues and the Capulets," meas. 3 in (2) to meas. 3 in 
(3). Graph D shows a structural outline similar to the 
first example from the Classical Symphony exce.pt that the 
first D is the lowered seventh degree of the E-minor scale. 
Graph C illustrates the variation. F# is finally reached 
but only as it is involved in the resolution of a tritone 
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in an inner voice. Here it becomes the fifth of the dominant 
in the cadence. F# might have been introduced under C# but 
parallel fifths would have been formed. 10 
Graph A reveals a passing motion through what is 
nearly an F# seventh construction under the upper C# (meas. 
in (3) ), but no F# appears until the C E A chord is reached. 
It is assumed that the G has been retained forming a dimin-
ished chord under the C#. G is retained until it appears in 
the melody where it resolves to F#. A II~ is suggested in 
the actual music but the graphs A and B make it clear that 
the passing motion through these descending chromatics is a 
direct passing motion. to the dominant. The diminished chord 
outlined by the notes, G and C#, resolves to the dominant. 
~ 
Fourth Progression Incorporated with Progression in Thirds--
(Common Tone and Adjacent Voice Leading). 
The three minor chords that begin the excerpt in Ex. 16 
illustrate the technique of connecting triads by retaining a 
common tone and moving the other voices adjacently. This is 
one of the composer's very common techniques that can be 
shown to have only slight origin in the Classical Symphony. 
It will be seen in Ex. 18 also. Ex. 20 (Peter ~ ~ ~) 
and Ex. 28 (Sonata~· 2) also exhibit this procedure. 
10This is not to say that Prokofiev always avoided 
parallel fifths. They can be seen in the basic voice-leading 
graphs as well as the music. However, the highest structural 
voices are less apt to contain them tlhless there is a definite 
series of fifths used as an underlying plan. The graph in 
Ex. 17 shows this kind of framework. 
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The first graphs indicate that the bass has outlined 
the E-minor triad while the upper D is retained in the second 
and third chords. The bass progresses down a fourth, then a 
third. The less structural chord built on F# proves to be an 
inversion of an applied dominant although it is a major sev-
enth construction like the dominant on B (meas. 2 in (3)). 
The resemblance to a deceptive cadence will be pointed out 
but actually F# acts as a leading tone to the G-minor chord 
and the C# is a lower neighbor note of the fifth. lihereas the 
scheme of connecting related and unrelated triads is somewhat 
held together by the outside contrapuntal structure, it is 
important to realize Prokofiev's tendency to involve deceptive 
devices. If the tonal relationship of the chords under the 
red bracket may be briefly considered, it will be realized that 
a G-major chord is the actual submediant of B minor. The G 
chord may be approached deceptively from F# lying a fourth 
below the B. Here the G-minor chord adds to the deceptive-
ness. The relationship of a fourth progression to a third 
progression should be seen to have a definite connection 
through the use or suggestion of the deceptive resolution. 
The melody in its use of chromatics as exemplified in 
the measures before and after (3) is peculiar to Prokofiev. 
The leap down a major seventh instead of returning up a 
minor second might be compared with the more proper two-
octave leap in the B theme of the Classical Symphony. 
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At meas. 3 in [3] the music starts to repeat. The 
chords that are connected by adjacent voice-leading and com-
mon tones become a structural motive until (7 ] and the graphs 
in Appendix II will be used to illustrate a sequential pat-
tern that exists. At [4] the D is retained in the upper 
voice but the bass moves up a third. D minor appears as a 
most deceiving chord until it is realized that it is related 
as a mediant to B as the G chord in Ex . 16 is related ~s a 
submediant to B. The third of the D chord is also lowered. 
The contrapuntal sequences (8-3-5) started at [4] can be 
visuaiized under the brackets on Graphs A and B where they 
progress to the dominant of the key at meas. 1 before {6] . 
The chord outlining sequen~es are overlapped so that the roots 
continually fall a fourth, then a major third. The triads 
become major in the last sequence and Graph B displays the 
change in common tone retention. Notice how long the leading 
tone of E is retained . In the music the length of the pro-
longation of these triads varies a great deal but the harmony 
is firmly contained within each structure. 
Harmonic Pattern Related to Upper Minor Tetrachord. 
From (7 ] to meas . 9 in ( 7) is a section that further 
demonstrates the use of patterns that evolve from a struc-
ture that was first more tonally confined. Graph 0 in Ex. 16 
indicates the 8-7b-6-7-8 scale pattern that ·was first shown 
to be a variation of the upper structure of the Classical 
SymPhony. The pattern is shown in Ex. 17 on Graph B. A 
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whole-tone, half-tone pattern is formed between the B-minor 
dominant chords as parallel fifths follow the B scale 
(8-?b-6-7-8) in the bass. The thirds of the chords run 
parallel only until the G#-minor chord is reached. The B of 
this chord is assumed to progress to the A# leading tone. 
The enharmonic spelling is necessary to clarify the voice-
leading and prolongation of the B-minor dominant. 
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Voice-leading Qualities. 
The connection of the Bb (enharmonic A#) chord to the 
B-minor chord deserves attention. The parallel fifth motion 
to the B-minor chord should be compared to the similar motion 
that resulted from the resolution of the applied dominants 
with a major seventh in Ex. 16. In both cases the parallel 
motion differs from the voice leading of a deceptive cadence 
but the leading-tone quality of the voices is very similar. 
The continued reference to the deceptive cadence implies the 
similarity in adjacent voice leading especially the tone or 
half-tone root motion. The other parallel triads in this 
example are modified by passing chromatics and these struc-
tures are referred to as voice-leading chords (VL). 
Continued Progression in ]~jor Thirds. 
The next movement, "Juliet--The Little Girl,u incor-
porates features common to Prokofiev's more popular works. 
In the first two measures of Ex. 18 the method of connecting 
triads by adjacent voice leading and common tones effects a 
root movement of equal intervals. Graph A indicates the 
· descent of the major-third roots and a comparison to Ex. 16 
might be made where the roots progressed down a fourth, then 
a third. The first page of the "Iv1a.rch u from The ~ £f.. 
Three Oranges also revolves around a similar major-third 
root movement. 
. .. 
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Voice-leading Qualities. 
In "Julietn the supertonic triad is horizontalized in 
the first scale passage of meas. 3 in 01). Its applied 
dominant follows and parallel ~ chords lead directly up to 
C as illustrated in Graph A. The Bt chord and D-minor chords 
have two notes in common and the same bass note, D. For 
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these reasons these chords are assumed to be a function of 
the supertonic and the Bb is explained as a chromatic passing 
tone. (Refer also to Graph B.) 
Regardless of the prolongation, certain voice-leading 
qualities will be noticed. Graph A shol"lS how the Bb~ chord, 
being preceded by the A seventh, again relates to the decep-
tive cadence. In the V-I cadence the D# and. F# resemble 
passing tones but here also the upper B§ chord contains 
leading tones .to all the notes of the C chord. The minor 
seventh of the G chord is also present adding one more 
tendency-tone to the dominant structure. The resolution of 
dominants or applied dominants with extended, added or 
altered notes is one of the clearest features in the music 
of Prokofiev. Except for the bass, each note proceeds by 
a half step in the resolution. In the case of a deceptive 
resolution, the bass also advances a half or whole tone. 
Plural Scales with Progression in Fourths. 
Meas. 5 and 6 in (11) are a repetition of the first 
two measures of Ex. 18. Ex. 19 displays the last C chord of 
meas. 6 and continues through meas. 8. 
In meas. 7 the ascending C scale arrives at c, enhar-
monically changed to B#, at the same time the bass has moved 
one major third further to G/1. The B# becomes the leading 
tone to the upper neighbor note, C#, and G# becomes the 
dominant. Graph A discloses a brief spiral pattern that 
has evolved from the expanding voices leading to the 
chromatically altered F. - With the appearance ofF# the 
dominant tritone is present. 
Prokofiev used the same scale and spiral pattern in 
the early pages of Peter~~~· (Refer to score, 
meas. 9 in (1).) Further variations using the spiral and 
tetrachord will be seen in Exs. 39 and 4o. 
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The scale continues, now in C# major, but upon reach-
ing the sixth degree of the scale the bass has moved up 
another fourth to F# . The third again resolves to the octave, 
lower neighbor note B. The lower neighbor note becomes a 
leading tone when G becomes the bass note but the B-major 
" 
.,., 
chord resolves to what closely resembles a I~ in c. The 
graph shows that the retention of the note B in the upper 
voice also suggests that B has resolved up a fourth to E 
minor. Even the 5-3-1 (8) pattern in E is in evidence 
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although it is involved with a less structural inside voice. 
The common tones of C~ and E minor, E and G, resolve to notes 
of the G dominant . The structure in question would seem to 
form a pivot chord leading directly back to the key of c. 
Root Progression in Thirds. (Split Key Progression.) 
"The Triumphant Procession" from Peter ~ ~ ~lolf 
also contains the bass descent in major thirds. The simi-
larity to the examples of Romeo ~Juliet (Ex. 16 and 18) 
will be evident. Graph B in Ex. 20 explains how the descent 
is split. By adjacent voice leading and common tone reten-
tion there is a progression from C down to Ab. At major, 
the chord on the lowered sixth degree of c, skips a fifth 
to the lowered sixth degree of the dominant key, then the 
major-third ascent continues to the dominant G. The upper 
note G appears to be very stable and, therefore, the most 
structural note throughout this section. It continues to 
be until the final cadence in the last measures of (47). 
(Refer to Appendix III.) The chords under the retained ~·s 
are assumed to be the more structural and it will be noticed 
that the melody £alls largely in the keys of C and Eb before 
the qominant cadence is reached. Ab-major and B-minor chords 
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are somewhat less structural. These chords appear near the 
end of the melodic phrases and also fall under upper and 
lower neighbor notes (Graph B) . The dominant is preceded 
by an applied dominant but the D seventh chord has two notes 
in common with B minor and the bass descends scalewise to G. 
The result is a direct passing motion to the dominant as the 
arrow indicates. 
Each structural chord is elaborated upon by neighbor-
note leading tones and/or applied dominants as Graph A 
illustrates. In meas. 3 o:f (44) the B-major neighbor notes 
over the dominant G should be compared to the similar struc-
ture' in meas. 4 of Ex. 18. In the present example, Graph A 
of meas. 5 and 11 also discloses the same structure and 
resolution. 
Substitute Dominant. Tritone Implications. 
Appendix III will be referred to in the remainder of 
the discourse on the "Triumphant Procession. 11 It will serve 
to extend the consideration of the substitute dominant. 
This topic will be greatly expanded in the following examples. 
The appearance of the continually alternating bass 
note lying at the interval of a tritone is peculiar to 
Prokofiev's style. In the measures following meas. 5 in [45] 
of the "Procession 11 the tritone of C, F#, harmonizes the B-
major neighbor-note chord but suddenly it becomes the root 
of V ·of V in E minor. The "·:&'# seventh chord appears abruptly 
II 
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in this measure (2 before [46) ), and since it follows the 
lengthy retention of the C chord its sudden exchange for the 
C chord effects the modulation. The abruptness is softened 
considerably by the previously alternating C and B~ neighbor-
note chords. Because of its tritone relation to F#, the C 
prolongation was the actual substitute of the applied 
dominant. 
In the measure preceding [47 J the structural dominant 
of C is approached but is weakened by the brief passing 
motion through the note C to the Db chord. The Db chord has 
been substituted for the dominant. In Ex. 1 a similar 
exchange took place between the tritonally related F and B 
chords. While the hunter ' s theme is heard now in the Db 
transposition, the harmony immediately returns to a dominant 
seve~th on G in the cadence (meas. 9 in (47) ) . Graph A 
indicates the prolongation of the substitute dominant, SD, 
within the dominant prolongation. 
An excellent example of the substitute dominant is 
exhibited in the "Scherzo" from~~ of Three Oranges. 
The brief example from the development of the Classical 
Symphony (Ex. 13, meas. 6) resembles an augmented-sixth 
chord but the above samples from Peter and ~Wolf, showing 
the exchange of the tritonal chords, clearly indicate dominant 
functions. It is hoped that the "Scherzo" 1vill confirm 
Prokofiev ' s inclination towards the use of a dominant 
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function by assuming the tritone common to the dominant (or 
applied dominant), a structural unit incorporating two inter-
changeable bass notes lying a tritone apart. Subsequent 
examples will also establish the frequency with which the 
substitute dominant is united with the progression in fourths. 
The "Scherzo" also makes use of a substitute tonic also veri-
fying Prokofiev's fondness for interchangeable dominants. 
Substitute Tonic. 
The "Scherzo" begins and ends in F# major but the key 
centers of F# and C alternate continually. This can be 
proven by a brief study of the graphs in Appendix IV which 
are cqmplete until the repetition of the first section. 
Graph B of Ex. 21 reveals that F# and C major have a 
mutual dominant on G. In meas. 3 and 4 in (348) the tritone 
of the dominant expands; in meas. 7 and 8 it resolves inward. 
The latter resolution accomplishes a modulation to C major. 
C is considered . the alternate or substitute tonic. The 
symbols I' and V' indicate the alternate tonic on C and its 
G dominant. The first dominant on G is the substitute domi-
nant of F# . 
The graphs in Appendix IV demonstrate how the alter-
nation of key centers.is continued. In meas. 5 in (349) to 
(350) and a gain in meas. 5 to 8 in (350) there is a repeti-
tion of meas. 4 in (348) to (349) but the two repeats are 
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transposed--s~arting in .C, but returning to F# . Graphs C 
and D illustrate the basic structure involved in the first 
and last sections of this work. 
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An example .of the substitute dominant and tonic is 
shown as an interruption in Sonata No . ~· Meas. 20-22 in 
Ex. 22 exhibit contrapuntal prolongation from the subdominant . 
to the dominant. This motion' is encompassed within the par-
allel tenths as Graph B illustrates. The tenths actually 
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continue to tpe t~nic tenth, A-C, after the interruption but 
it is assumed that the dominant root is i mplied. More 
gradual breakdowns can be seen in Append ix V. The dominant 
is first reached with the fifth in the bass (meas. 22 , 
Graph A) . The fifth is then lowered and the chord becomes 
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the V of Eb minor, the substitute tonic of A minor. 
Following the interruption the dominant tritone returns 
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this time resolving in the other direction and the return to 
A minor is completed. Graph A also indicates the manner in 
which F and .B , notes of the extended dominant,have been 
retained on either side of the interruption as well as 
within the interruption. F-B forms another tritone which 
finally resolves to the A-minor chord. Their retention and 
resolution over the Eb bass create a dissonance not uncommon 
to the grotesqueness in Prokofiev's music. 
Substitute Dominant with Fourth Progression. 
The route that leads to the B theme of this work 
(meas. 27-58) combines the substitute dominant with a pro-
gression in fourths. Graph B in Ex. 23 views the progression 
of ascending fifths as descending fourths to depict the move-
ment back through the subdominant relations as far as C# 
minor. In meas. 41-44 there is a horizontalization of the 
bass line to the fifth of the C# chord which is prolonged 
through meas. 49. Up to this point Graph B is greatly modi-
fied and Appendix V may be used to study the initial brealc-
down. Ex. 23 offers only the music and Graph A of meas. 
49-58. 
The C# minor structure that predominates in meas. 41 
through 49 will be seen to have structural value because of 
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the length of, its·retention alone. Its relation to the 
distant key of C that prevails in the B theme must be more 
closely examined. 
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The ~ chord of meas. 49 is followed by a dominant of 
the G# in meas. 50-51. Its tritone is present. The notes 
in the descent to the G# also contain the upper structural 
note, E, which is retained to become a note of resolution and 
an A which is first an upper neighbor note (See Graph B) but 
also an anticipation of the resolution (See Graph A). The 
resolution of G/1
7 
is shown in Graph A as a deceptive one. A 
minor is suggested as the lower voices horizontalize the 
intervals E to A and A to B#. However, the A is retained in 
meas. 52 and the B# continues as a leading tone to 0/f, the 
third ·of A major. The horizontalization has produced a 
fourth progression in the bass which has delayed the resolu-
tion to A major until the B# leading tone has been reached. 
The retained A proves the cadence to be deceptive even 
though the bass progresses a fourth. In meas. 53 the ascend-
ing bass has reached D# forming an applied dominant under 
C#-A which resolves back to G#; again the root progresses a · 
fourth in its return to G#. At this point the G# might 
resolve another fourth upward to return to C# minor if it 
were not for the appearance of its substitute dominant note, 
D. Because of the tonal relations being closely associated 
with the C# minor tonality (the root descent and ascent in 
fourths) this chord functions as a contrapuntal-structural 
chord. The final return to it is interrupted by ·D. D does 
not resolve downward by half-step to C# but progresses upward 
a fourth to G, the dominant of the na.r key. 
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E has been considered the upper structural note but 
its direction is suddenly lost. The red notes indicate its 
possible direction to C# if C# minor had returned. But with 
the interchange to the substitute dominant, D, the more 
structural upper voice seems to be C#, the upper note that 
was retained on Graph A. An upper and lower neighbor-note 
motion exists around C~ which resembles that found in 
"Juliet" (Ex. 1 9) • 
The nature of this interruption changes the over-all 
direction completely. A minor might have returned decep-
tively or C# minor could have been the goal. For this reason 
the interruption would be termed an incomplete interruption. 
Whole-tone Scales Related to Tonality. Substitute Applied 
Dominant. 
The discussion of the "Scherzo" relating to Ex. 21 
was incomplete and will be resumed. If the spiral passage 
in meas. 2 in (348) appears to resemble polytonal scales in 
contrary motion it might well have been intentional. How-
ever, Graph A gives a logical explanation for the diverging 
scales in both meas. 2 and 6. The lowering of the fifth of 
a dominant seventh chord places all its notes in one of the 
two whole-tone scales. When it resolves to the next seven-th 
chord the notes of this seventh chord will lie in the other 
whole-tone scale, providing its fifth is lowered. As an 
over-all consideration it should be understood that the 
dominant tritone plus both its root and substitute root, 
lying at the interval of a tritone, will be present within 
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the six notes of one whole-tone scale. The remaining notes 
from the whole-tone scale may be added and can be explained 
as notes of the extended dominant. 
In the scale passages under consideration the notes 
from the second whole-tone series are used as passing tones 
or form dissonances which resolve again into the first whole-
tone series. 11 In Graph A the notes of the first whole-tone 
series are notated in white notes, the notes of the second 
in black. This applies only to the passages mentioned above 
in Ex. 21 or their transpositions in the repeated sections 
. 
shown in Appendix IV. The whole-tone notes are added up 
vertically to show their substitute applied dominant 
function (SAD). 
The upper scale (meas. 2) resolves -to the fifth of the 
G seventh chord. Since it is not a lowered fifth it is a 
note of the first whole-tone series. This is the reason for 
the single black note, O#, the uppermost note on the applied 
dominant structure. It is· chromatically altered to act as 
a leading tone from the second whole-tone series. A very 
similar situation exists in meas. 6. 
11 Notes of whole-tone series l are the six whole tones 
starting on c. Notes of whole-tone series II are the six 
whole tones starting on O:f/:. 
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Alternating Whole-tone Scales within Tritone and Tetrachord 
Horizontalization. 
Further use of the merging of whole-tone scales with 
tonality and chromaticism can be observed in the piano 
Toccata, Op. 11. Graph C of Ex. 24 demonstrates the princi-
ple involved. The vertical alternation of notes common to 
the whole-tone scales will be recognized by the use of white 
and black notes as in Ex. 21. This pattern is similar to the 
SAD structure of Ex. 21 but this particular one was one of 
Prokofiev's favorite devices and can be seen later in Ex. 31, 
Graph B (Scythian Suite), and in Ex. 40 (Symphony li£· 5) 
where chromatic alteration takes place. 
The resulting chromaticism aids in the expansion of 
the sptral but the crossing of voices through the octave, C, 
merely inverts the D-Bb interval. One may also compare the 
crossing voices with the examples above and with the first 
indications of it in Exs. 6, 7, and 8. The particular pat-
tern that concerns Ex. 24 and later examples plays a more 
structural role than the instances alluded to in the 
Classical Symphony. 
That the expanding pattern is used as a prolongation 
of a dominant is apparent as the descending whole-tone scale 
is extended to the seventh, Ab, in the Toccata. (Refer to 
music and Graphs A and B, meas. 25-28.) The ascending scale 
also advances one more whole tone to E, this note acting as 
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an upper neighbor note which resolves back to Eb when the 
lower Ab resolves to G. Graph B indicates the tritone and 
upper neighbor-note resolution. The enclosure of the 
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rapidly arpeggiated D-minor triad v-ri thin the opening spiral 
is an excellent example of Prokofiev's "motor" element. The 
D and F are the retained third and fifth of the Bb seventh 
and the A q , a major seventh from the implied root, acts as 
a leading tone to the fifth of the Eb6 resolution (Graph A). 
Recognition that the expanding motion from a minor 
sixth to a vertical tritone resolves to another minor sixth 
leads · to one further conclusion (Graph B). The upper Eb-
major tetrachord has been harmonized by a descending horizon-
talization from the leading tone to the third of the major 
scale. , A sequence becomes possible by the continued expan-
sion to another minor sixth, C-Ab• This takes place in 
meas. 33-36. Graph B indicates the upper major tetrachord 
of Ab• The notes of the dominant, Eb, G, and Db in the bass 
horizontalization, are in the alternate whole-tone series 
from the dominant notes of the first Eb tetrachord. 12 
The sequence mentioned above is a structural sequence. 
In its outward form the music outlines all the notes of the 
whole-tone scale (series II) on the strong beats and the 
horizontal tritones are defined by the wide leaps in the left 
12The black and white note designation of alternating 
whole.-tone series is not used on Graphs A and B. 
II 
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hand. The resolution to an Ab-major chord is somewhat more 
complicated than demonstrated on Graph B. A full explanation 
will be given in reference to Ex. 25. 
There is yet another v.ray of making use of the descend-
ing tritone, G to Db. Under the ascending tetrachord of Ab, 
it was the dominant tritone of Ab. In meas. 29-32 it is the 
dominant root, G, and the substitute dominant note. Db, of 
0 minor. 13 It is shown as a partial interruption on Graph B. 
The lower descent is completed to 0 but the upper voice 
retains G. This results in a horizontalization of C minor 
in the outside voices. The graphs indicate th Db as the 
substitute dominant. 
Considering the first spiral as a dominant on Bb, a 
deceptive cadence to C minor is effected before the latter 
spiral outlines the Eb dominant in meas. 33-34. The implied 
root movement is up a second, Bb7 to C mino~and then a 
third, to Eb7• If the C minor interruption is deleted, a 
fourth progression exists, Bb7 to Eb7. The implied root 
progression is notated on Graph C in Appendix VI. (Refer to 
lower bass clef.) 
A similar root motion was involved in the recapitu-
lation of the Classical Symphony between [22) and (23) and 
13on Pages 72 and 73 it was pointed out that a domi-
nant with a lowered fifth contains two tritone, all notes 
falling in one whole-tone scale. Here the ~ tritone is 
, use~, first as the alternate root tirtone, then as the 
tritone of a dominant. 
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is demonstrated in Appendix I . A dominant has resolved 
deceptively then nondeceptively without a restatement of 
the dominant . 
Extension of Whole - tone Scales . 
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The resolution of the Eb dominant tritone in meas . 
33- 34 was said to resolve to Ab major . Ex . 25 illustrates 
the way in vrhich it resolves . !uieas. 35 brings the resolutlon 
to the notes G# (enharmonic Ab) and c, but Eb has been 
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delayed until meas . 36 . In these two measures the bass 
~ gain horizonta~izes a C-minor triad . (Refer to Graph.) 
The upper two voices tend to stay in the first "frhole-tone 
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series with the retention of G# (Ab) and the use of E~ 
instead of Eb • It is the upper third of the C-minor hori-
zontalization in the bass, G F Eb, (lying in whole-tone 
series II) that relates the movement to a C-minor tonality. 
These notes with the appearance of Gin the upper voice form 
a momentary deceptive resolution to Ab major in meas. 36. 
With the immediate continuance of the diverging 
scales now lying completely in the first whole-tone series, 
a new ascending tetrachord is begun on C rather than Ab• It 
can be imagined that another resolution might have been to 
F at the beginning of meas. 37 but F has be~n chromatically 
altered to F# and the same whole-tone scale extends into the 
. 
B-major tetrachord. The descending scale goes to Bb and then 
to E so the Bb- E vertical tritone is inverted to E-A# before 
resolving in meas. 39. The telescoping of the first three 
whole tones of the B-major tetrachord onto the incomplete 
F tetrachord establishes a substitute dominant and tonic 
relationship. The change of direction might be compared 
with Ex. 23 where the root D replaces G#. The red arrow 
indicates that E and D are actually reversed in meas. 36 but 
the general upward motion can be assumed. These same notes 
are resumed in meas. 37 when the complete whole-tone scale 
is again outlined on the strong beats . The reversal of D 
and E may have avoided a resolution to A-F. 
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Major Third Progression. 
Meas. 37-40 are nearly the transposed repetition of 
meas. 33-36 but meas. 40 contains a slight variation. B 
major, corresponding to Ab major in meas. 35-36, changes to 
Eb major when the B becomes lowered to Bb in meas. 40. The 
chord roots have a dvanced a major third in a process resem-
bling the adjacent voice-leading with common tone retention. 
This device is mixed with contrapuntal crossing voices, and 
chromatic alteration takes place with the simultaneous 
horizontal1zation of Eb-minor and Eb-major scales. 
Gravitation around Three Adjacent Notes. Deceptive Resolu-
tion in Combination with Suspension and Expansion Motion. 
Graph c of the Third Sonata (Appendix V) exhibits 
' 
an organizing element in the centering of voices around the 
notes D E F. This is especially apparent in the exposition. 
The introduction, the first fifteen measures, will 
be used to exemplify this motion. The first seven measures 
will be analyzed (Ex. 26). The remaining measures to meas. 
16 resume a general repetition. 
The strongest structural note is the dominant E. 
There is a motion from it and then a return. In defining 
the initial outward movement from E, a still broader concept 
of the deceptive resolution will be relied upon. In meas. 3 
the upper E on Graph A has proceeded upward to a chord con-
taining F as a structural note. A deceptive resolution is 
--
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partly completed . The F is retained through meas . 6 . The 
bass note E is retained under the F in meas. 3 but resolves 
in the manner of a suspension to D (meas. 4). An irregular 
resolution of V to I V is then completed without the presence 
of the seventh of the dominant. The basic suspension is 
simplified in Graph B. 
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Graph A illustrates the 7-6 resolution in meas. 5 as 
6 
combining with the inner descending scale to form a G ~ 
chord. However , the B does not resolve and the scale and 
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the retained D converge to the leading tone D# (enharmonic Eb) 
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in the next measure. The B is retained to become the bass 
of an applied dominant resolving back toE major in meas. 7. 
(Refer also to Graph B.) Notes G to F from the descending 
scale are repeated again in meas. 6 as notes revolving around 
the fifth of the B chord. The retained F is now a lowered 
fifth returning to E. 
The symmetrical voice-leading pattern exhibited here 
should be compared with Graph C at meas. 95-96 in Appendix V. 
The opening pattern of the development is first broken down 
~~::r-. Graphs A 1 , A2, and A3 to show how the notes center around 
a B applied dominant before moving through E to D minor. 
In meas. 96-99 the graphs disclose a neighbor-note 
moiion around the notes of the D-minoi chord resulting in 
the -eventual forming of an applied dominant before a return 
is made. The technique of resolving dissonances is present 
and Graph C indicates the underlying 2-3 suspension. 
The additional allusion to the two development illus-
trations serv~s to bear out the consistent reoccurring of 
the gravitation of an upper structural line around the notes D 
E p. Examples 22 and 23 of the Third Sonata also represented 
these notes as having structural value. 
Alternation and ]usion of Diatonic and ChromatiP Texture. 
Meas. 58-65 exemplify Prokofiev's diatonic style but 
with the use of some additional chromatics as passing tones. 
The first four measures, marking the beginning of the B theme, 
II 
are illustrated in Ex. 27. The melody and bass are 
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particularly diatonic in character and the harmonic structure 
contains a very basic progression. The unifying three notes 
are still in evidence creating suspensions and accented 
passing tones . The fluid scale line n the tenor voice and 
the reoccurring F/1 passing tone tend to embellish the other-
wise stable harmonies. 
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The alternating of white-key and black- key sections 
is one of Prokofiev's pianistic devices and can be visualized 
in Ex . 28 with the change of harmony associated with the 
contrapuntal-structural chord, E major (meas. 66-70) . 
Meas. 65 ends the 0-major passage that. 1vas represented in 
the previous example . 
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Prokofiev often used white - key harmonies and then 
abruptly changed to chords containing black keys . This also 
happens in compositions that were not necessarily written for 
the paino . The first pages of Peter and ~ Wolf offer a 
very familiar sample . The music is very similar to that of 
Ex . 20. The method of adjacent voice leading and common tone 
retention effects a root progression down a major third , 
28 Sonata No.3 
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In Ex. 28 the same technique allows the root to pro-
ceed ·up a major third. The graph indicates that theE is 
retained but B and G# are neighbor notes of the C chord. In 
this example the third of t~ E chord, G# , is retained in 
' ! 
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I 
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the bass. The music is complicated by the addition of a D/1 
seventh chord lvhich deceptively modifies the E chord. It is 
gradually worked into the texture. D# is a lower neighbor 
note in meas. 66 but becomes more structural when it appears 
in the bass and progresses scalewise uprrard in a return to 
G# (meas. 67-68). The upper B of theE chord is retained 
until meas. 68. In meas. 68 and 69 the D# seventh chord is 
more firmly established and finally the D//: is once again 
horizontalized to the third of the returning E chord. A com-
parison might be made to meas. 51-52 of Ex . 23 (also the 
Third Sonata). The G#7 progressed chromatically up to the 
third of an A-major chord. In both examples a bass progres-
sion of a fourth produces deceptive cadence s . 
The bass G# is tritonally related to the root of the 
supertonic seventh chord in C and a general fusion of these 
two chords follows in meas . 70-72. Only meas. 70 is sho1m 
in Ex . 28 but the expansion of E to D-F is accomplished once 
again and can be visualized in the graph of meas. 70. 
The purest white-note writing occurs in meas. 82-86 
and 90-93. In both instances a pedal C is involved. Meas . 
90-93, the cadence of the exposition, are exhibited in 
Ex. 29. The C is retained in the upper voice along with the 
supertonic chord. The dominant and then the tonic are out-
lined underneath before the D and F finally resolve to the 
tonic chord. The juxtaposition of diatonic structures does 
... not hide the presence of functional--harmony but the emphasis 
86 
is on a rather fluid arpeggiated texture bordering on tonal 
staticity. The dissolving of this stratification is respon-
sible for the gradual melting motion to the final C chord 
in meas. 93. 
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Less Tonal Cohesion. More Dissonance. Further Alternating 
and Mixing of Whole-tone Structures. 
Prokofiev's tendency to combine whole-tone scales 
with tonal situations has been partialLy considered. An 
examination of the first movement of the Scythian Suite 
will reveal to what extent this composer used this means of 
~ expression in his search for methods to create the acrid, 
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dissonant harmonies suitable to his pagan subject. 
Following (1), meas. 1-7, the strings and winds create a 
neighbor-note motion around the notes of a whole-tone chord 
built on c. The voices are piled up with continually higher 
entrances. Only the second and third measures of music are 
reproduced in Ex. 30 but the addition of the top notes 
G F F# (meas. 3) can be seen entering over F D# E which 
were already in motion in the second measure. The winds 
and strings are also represented in the upper treble and 
bass clefs of Graph A. In the manner previously ascribed, 
all notes are identified as belonging to one of the two 
whole-tone scales. This notation is used through Ex. 31 
and until the last chord in meas. 1 before (4) in Appendix 
VII. , ~ 
The vertical accumulation of the wind and string 
figurations between meas. 1 and 7 are shown on Graph B of 
Ex. 30. Only G# is missing from the whole-tone structure on 
C; only A is missing from the whole-tone structure on G. 
This example should be compared with Ex. 21 where the accumu-
lated notes of the SAD chord resolved to the following 
seventh chord. In Ex. 30 a G pedal is assumed to be the 
dominant and both whole-tone structures alternate above it. 
The brass figure common to both meas. 1 and 3 is also 
illustrated here. A neighbor-note motion is formed around 
an Ab seventh chord, a chord also having its root in the 
first whole-tone series. The fact ~hat there is an implied 
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G pedal in these seven measures adds the implication of 
Prokofiev 's de,ceptive cadence but the enclosure of this 
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figure within the string and wind pattern is obyiously a way 
~ in which to create more dissonance. There is a certain 
89 
method of control in the way in which the whole-tone 
structures overlap to create dissonance. The polyrhythmic 
element adds to the over-all vagueness but generally there 
are approximately three or four notes accumulating vertically 
from each whole-tone series. 
An oblique and then contrary moving pattern in the 
brass is displayed in Ex. 31 (meas. 5 in (1) to (2)). This 
motion horizontalizes a G chord--a chord that has G dominant 
seventh characteristics inherent within its whole-tone 
structure. 
The voices passing through the octave on Graph B 
illustrate the alternating whole-tone series once again and 
its similarity to the device used in the Toccata is clea·rly 
evident. (Refer to Graph c, Ex. 24.) 
The alternating of whole-tone chords is present 
throughout the complete horizontalization from G to G. One 
note becomes foreign to each whole-tone chord as the horizon-
talization reaches the second beat of meas. 6. These notes, 
shown just above the other brass voices on Graph A, form half-
tone dissonances as they follow the descending horizontali-
zation. Because of the close voicing of the brass, this 
dissonance would be somewhat more noticeable than that formed 
by the general fusion of different patterns. Considering the 
outside wind and string pattern as well, it will be under-
stood that the over-all heterophony diffuses the structures 
~ and obscures the vertical relationsl!i·ps. 
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The last chord in the meas. 1 in (2) finds the whole-
tone structure one whole tone higher but the G is retained 
in the bass.~ (Refer to graphs .) The G proceeds to C as the 
whole-tone chords change again to series I. Graph B 
indicates the upper and lower neighbor-note motion that 
precedes the chord on c. It is assumed that the function 
of all the previous motion over the G pedal represents a 
prolongation of the dominant. 
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The V-I bass continues to alternate below the same 
whole-tone chords as the music continues. These bass notes 
however can relate only in a vague way to the sense of 
tonality since the whole-tone structures are always present. 
It would seem that this was largely a method of control. 
Noti~e again the inference of a deceptive resolution to the 
whole-tone Ab chord although it appears also as a seventh 
chord and is approached from above rather than from below. 
The notes of the melody, F to E (with stems on Graph A), 
also aid in creating some tonal coherence. These notes form 
a 7-3 resolution with the bass. If the parallel notes, C 
to B, could be altered, that is--put in their own whole-tone 
structures, the 3-8 resolution would also be present (red 
arrow). 
In Appendix VII, sections (2) to [3) and[3] to (4) 
are graphed only in the way in which the melody creates a 
half-step descending and common-tone connection with the 
fourths in the bass. Heasures of harmonic repetition are 
omitted between the brackets. The descending motion is 
viewed as an added unifying element as the bass, melody, and 
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whole-tone harmonies proceed in a transposed repetition one 
whole tone higher at meas . 2 in (3) before finally advancing 
another fourth to the dominant on G. 
JuxtaEosed Neighbor Notes . 
The prolonged period of unrest manifested in the 
alternating whole-tone chords and fourths is followed by a 
pedal point on Cat (4) but if it can be said that _there is 
a resolution it is a deceptive one . Ex . 32 contains the 
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first pattern of dissonant chords and continues barely into 
the first sequence. Graph A has moved all the lower notes 
of the actual chords back so that each note lies under the 
remaining chord it originally followed, hereby revealing the 
actual voice leading. Because the bass line descends chro-
matically, except for the neighbor-note motion around Bb, it 
appears as though the neighbor-notes or tendency-tones of 
each chord had been juxtaposed beneath the chord itself. For 
example, the first note of the descending scale, Db, belongs 
to the dominant in the previous measure but in the music it 
coincides with the chord of resolution. It is the substitute 
dominant note and, as such, has a tendency to resolve to c. 
The sequences fall in minor thirds as illustrated in 
Graph B. They come to an end on the subdominant chord on 
which they began. The whole process is repeated two more 
times, to(?), before a change takes place. 
Further Synthesis of Techniques. Chromatic Motion Implied 
in Progression in Fourths. Chordal Scales. 
Diabolic Suggestions was one of the many early piano 
compositions that shocked Prokofiev's native critics. In 
spite of the dissonances and tart harmonies that seemingly 
portray terrifying and sinister forces, the underlying struc-
ture includes a union of many of the typical devices that 
were previously encountered. 
II 
... 
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The highest structural outline throughout the whole 
work is a progression o£ major thirds, 0-E-G#. Major or 
minor triads are constructed on these structural points and 
there is constant motion between them--often a horizontali-
zation and/or a progression in fourths. The composition 
finally ends with a cadence in c. 
Meas. 27-31 contain a horizontalization in half tones 
from the structuralE to Ab (Ex. 33). The graph illustrates 
this motion and shows the triads that are built on these 
notes. Although it may be possible to prove that some expand-
ing or le,ading-tone voice qualities exist between the notes 
of 'the triads, it will become increasingly clearer that the 
upper notes of the triads are simply independently harmonized 
notes' of the structural line, E to Ab• 
~fuere there is no inclusion of embellishment or added 
melody this technique would result in chordal scales. Meas. 
146-151 in the Sonata, No. 3 offer an excellent example. In 
Appendix V only the beginning and end of the scale lines are 
indicated on Graph A. 
Under the parallel triads of Ex. 33 a lower neighbor 
note, D#, coincides with the first E-minor triad and is 
retained although it moves to a lower neighbor and then an 
upper neighbor before returning. The D# is also understood 
to be a structural note in the progression of fourths that 
begins when the Ab-major chord is reached in the upper 
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horizontalization . In meas. 32 the D# (enharmonic Eb) 
proceeds to Ab and then continues in fourths, two of these 
intervals being treated with a horizontalizing movement, Ab 
to Clf, and F/.f to 3 . The fourths arrive at E in me as . 39 • 
. 'j 
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The graph illustrates how the thirds of the triads 
assume a more active role over the bass progression. The 
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Ab triad becomes minor (meas. 33), then diminished (meas. 34), 
so that the Ab (G#) is retained and the third of the chord 
becomes B as the bass moves up a fourth to C#. The applied 
dominant structure, ~' resolves to F# major, §, and the 
same process is repeated, leading back to E minor in meas. 39. 
The dissonant fifth of the G#-diminished chord (meas. 34) 
also descends since it functions as an extended note of the 
dominant chord. This is another good example of the way in 
which Prokofiev resolves extended notes of chords along with 
the sevenths or leading tones. 
Triads that function as extended notes of the bass 
were also discussed in reference to Ex. 17, 18 and 20. The 
middle section of the "Scherzo," meas. 29-.54, is nearly 
polychordal but here again most of the upper triads function 
as extended notes of the lower harmonic progression outlined 
by the bass. The graphs in Appendix IV demonstrate the 
underlying progression. 
Graph B demonstrates the similarity of the fourth 
progression to a progression of descending half tones return-
ing to E. Ab, Gb, and E coincide while the intervening notes 
form tritones. The G and F, notated in parenthesis, did not 
actually occur in the return of the upper descending triads 
to E minor because the fifths of the resulting seventh chords 
were perfect fifths. 
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It has been pointed out that the substitute dominant 
note, tritonally related to the dominant note, lies a half 
tone above the chord of resolution, assuming that the chord 
of resolution lies a fourth above the dominant. Graph B 
should clarify this relationship as it exemplifies the 
extension or continuance of a series of dominants. 
Near the end of this work, meas. 110-118, can be 
found a similar use of the fourth progression. The graph 
in Appendix VIII can be related to the actual music if the 
sixteenth measure from the end is used as a starting point. 
The parallel triads descend from c. In Graph B the .B-major 
triad is sh01in over the implied root, F. In this case, the 
upper triad is built on the lowered fifth, the substitute 
dominant note, and the tritone relationship is present. 
This example also differs from the previous one with 
the introduction of a lower-neighbor chord on A before the 
resolution to Bb• Graph A indicates the more structural 
notes that are derived from the chromatic scale and retained 
notes. The upper F is an anticipation of the fifth of the 
Bb chord. The presence of the A-major structure is demon-
strated in the retained E, the leading tone of F, the A as 
it resolves to Ai¥ (Bb) under the anticipated F, and D# as 
it lastly resolves withE in meas. 114. The bass also con-
tains the E to F resolution as a result of the horizontalized 
fourth,C to F. The voice-leading characteristics that were 
...-
.. 
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first discussed in Romeo and Juliet (Ex. 18, meas. 4) and 
Peter ~ ~ ~ (Ex. 20 , meas. 3) are visible once again 
although somewhat disguised. 
The upper and lower neighbor-note activity that pre-
cedes the Bb chord (indicated on Graph B) may be compared 
to that which took place in the Scythian Suite (Ex. 31, 
meas. 1 and 2 in [2] ). The chord constructions differ but 
there is the same tendency of the upper notes to resolve as 
functions of the bass. 
Dissonance . Juxtaposition of Nei~hbor Notes . 
A variation of the first measures of Ex . 33, the 
horizontalization from E to Ab, follows meas. 39. G# (Ab) 
minor is attained once again in meas. 52-54. 
Ex. 34 illustrates the continuation from meas . 54. A 
chromatic scale descends from G#-B to D-F. The minor third 
of a minor triad has been horizontalized an augmented fourth, 
resulting in the formation of a diminished chord on D. The 
retention of G# (Ab) is inferred by its appearance in the 
strong beats; B actually appears in the right hand over D- F. 
The horizontalization of tritones was exhibited in the 
"Scherzo," Ex . 21 , and in the Toccata, Ex. 24. The present 
example would have had a closer resemblance to these if the 
major third of a major triad had been similarly treated. A 
substitute dominant would have resulted • 
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, It seems very possible that the D does have some 
qualities associated with a substitute dominant. It appears 
as a lowered fifth in its dissonant retention with D# , the 
fifth of the G#-minor chord. An expansion motion develops 
from the half t .one, or from its final appearance as an 
augmented octave. D# resolv~s upward to E9 and D descends 
chromatically to Db (C# ). The dotted arrow from G# suggests 
the root movement of a fourth. D, as an alternate root, 
would resolve to C# as it does here. 
There are still other considerations. The structure 
on Db is another diminished chord and with the appearance of 
Cq in the bass (meas. 56), Db has become a lowered ninth 
• 
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of a a-seventh chord. It is possible to presume that the 
diminished chord on D functions as VII ~ in c. The C is 
accepted as the higher structural root. The graph denotes 
the upper Db as its juxtaposed upper neighbor note forming 
the dissonant interval that is now used in the repetition 
of the melodic motive that permeates the whole work. The 
B ~ in the bass of meas. 58 is the lower neighbor note of c. 
It is important to realize that the dissonances in 
the music of Prokofiev are founded on some logical process 
of voice leading . The harsh dissonance that is melodically 
reiterated in meas. 56-58 is a result of the unstable 
characteristics of the resolving diminished structure. Its 
duplicity was further accented by the retention of D and D# 
which ,prolonged another dissonance before expanding. In 
the measure referred to in Appendix VIII (meas. 113) the 
fifth of the A chord was retained with its note of resolution. 
In meas. 27 (Ex. 33) the lower neighbor note, D#, was juxta-
posed with the structural E chord. Ex. 32 of the Scythian 
Suite demonstrated a series of juxtaposed neighbor notes. 
In meas. 58-62 there is another series of structural 
fourths, this time from C to Ab• Graph A in Ex. 35 demon-
strates how each note of the a-seventh chord is horizontal-
ized in a H-W-H scale segment. This same interval pattern 
is indicated 1n Ex. 33 on the bass horizontalization. 
The upper two voices are horizontalized the interval 
of a major third, E to Ab and B to E0 • The upper scale 
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would be considered the most structural since it is associated 
with the basic augmented triad, C-E-G# . Both voices form the 
same intervals with the ascending fourths but in an over-
lapping pattern. Graph A will clarify this motion. The 
vertical intervals are marked 7-5-3-8. The basic voice-
leading pattern, 5-3-8, was mentioned in reference to Exs. 1, 
1 6 , 1 8 , and 1 9 • 
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Beginning in meas. 60 the minor ninth motive is 
repeated on D under the C-minor chord. The Eb from the 
fourth progression is used as the juxtaposed upper neighbor 
note D. D is understood to be structural as a note of a 
whole-tone horizontalization from 0 to E in the bass. The 
D has been misplaced under Eb, forming the minor-ninth 
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interval. Graph B in Ex. 36 will clarify the interaction of 
the two structural lines. It is a further modification of 
Ex . 35 and the measures in Ex . 36. 
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Major Third Implications in the Spiral. 
The structural Ab, now in the upper voice (meas. 62), 
becomes chromatically expanded in a spiral that leads upv-rard 
to 0 and downward to E. Graph B in Ex. 36 illustrates the 
spiral pattern in meas. 62-70. The spiral is subjected to 
some variation in the music as the graphs indicate. Before 
the tritone, F-B, is used as notes of a diminished chord, 
the final 0 is anticipated as an upper neighbor note when 
F 1 s first reached. It is here in me as. 64 that the. E of 
the ascending bass is finally reached. Coinciding with the 
F, another minor ninth is formed. Graph B shows that E 
should have fallen under Ab to complete the whole-tone bass 
movement. Notice that when it falls under the F, the Ab 
has returned in the upper chord. Ab also appears as a minor 
ninth of the dominant note, G, as the melodic motive is cut 
short. Finally, E is retained to become the third of the 0 
chord in meas. 70. 
The chromatic spiral is a useful device. It is hori-
zontally extended on Graph B, Ex. 37, to encompass the inter-
val of an octave. The scale has been divided into three 
equal parts so that a single augmented triad is outlined 
vertically as well as horizontally. The first segment is 
the same spiral found in the previous example. The second 
segment represents the basic device that was first demon-
strated in the Toccata (Graph C, Ex . 24) where its whole-tone 
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implications were discussed. The crossing of voices through 
the octave is also common to this segment. 
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In the presently discussed composition, many of the 
resulting vertical intervals are used in mirror counterpoint 
in meas. 85-86 and then in transposition in meas. 89-90. 
Meas . 85 in Ex . 37 displays this technique. All the inter-
vals in Graph A correspond to the vertical intervals from 
Graph B except for the third of the lower c triad and the 
third of the upper A triad. The upper third, notated Db, 
forms another minor ninth in keeping with the motivistic 
' 
'- dissonance . 
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Spiral Variations with Tetrachord. 
Spiral variations are used as modulating devices in 
the first movement of Symphony liQ_ . 2.• The upper major tetra-
chord, as a structural unit, is treated with similar scale 
lines running in contrary motion. Graph B, Ex. 38, illus-
trates a rather normal harmonization that is found in 
meas. 5-6 in (3). The actual music nearly follows this 
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basic design but with the use of the upper neighbor note, F, 
the initial descent from ~b is held back one quarter note so 
that the G and Eb coincide at the end of the spiral. (Refer 
to Graph A.) 
In the following measures G-Eb becomes inverted and 
at (4) the third of the Eb chord expands to resemble the 
basic spiral pattern that was used in Diabolic Suggestions 
(Ex. 37, Graph B, first segment). Due to the major third 
relationship in this segment of the spiral,the modulation 
from Eb to B major has · taken place. Only the upper three 
notes of the ascending tetrachord will be found in this type 
of spiral. Again, the upper neighbor note, C#, indicated in 
Graph A of Ex. 38, has delayed the descending scale. 
' In Graph B the addition of a scale line running from 
Eb to B forms minor sixths with the notes common to the B 
scale in the descending line of the spiral. Similar spirals 
with sixths were used in the Classical Symphony. A like-
ness can be seen in Ex. 7. 
In the first two measures of the symphony the melodic 
tetrachord is used with a pedal poin~ but a variation of the 
model shown in Graph B of the previous example (under meas. 
5 and 6 in (3)) can be seen in the first two measures follow-
ing (1J. Ex. 39 illustrates this variation as a split tetra-
chord. The first two quarter notes of the spiral are identi-
cal to the model. The tritone of a dominant on F should 
.. have followed. Eb (D.f) appears nex in the lower voice but 
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the upper voice, with G#, is a half tone low. The G# belongs 
to the tritone of a dominant on E. The other note of the 
tritone, D, falls under the upper-neighbor note as indicated 
in Graph A. The result is a modulation to A. As Graph 3 
shows, the tritone has been chromatically altered so that 
it lies a half tone lower. 
In meas. 5-6 in (1), Ex. 40, the procedure resembles 
that used in the Toccata (Ex. 24). The ascending A tetra-
chord continues into the D tetrachord. The lower voice is 
also extended from the minor sixth, C#-A, and the voices 
might have merely crossed at the octave, B-B, and continued 
to a resolution on D. However, the bass moves a tone lower 
before C# is reached. The interval f the ninth (second) 
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expands by half tones to Ab-Cq, chromatically lowering both 
crossing voices as they coincide. The retained F# becomes 
Gb in the Ab dominant tritone and the modulation to Db is 
a half tone lower than expected. 
In the previous example the split tetrachord is har-
monized with a scale descending from the prime. In this 
example the split tetrachord is harmonized with notes descend-
ing from the minor sixths below A, the third of the D scale. 
This is mentioned to point out the relationship of these 
two harmonizations to segments 1 and 2 of the spiral in 
Graph B, Ex. 37. 
CHAPTER IV 
CONCLUSIONS 
The majority of Prokofiev's works are based on 
classical harmonic concepts. He demonstrated the principles 
of tonality in his full and perfect cadences. 
The progression in fourths is the strongest progres-
sion in the classical language and the composer used this 
progression repeatedly, not only in cadences but in series 
as well. The upper voices usually contained at least one 
if not both of the notes of the dominant tritone as the bass 
progressed although very often a triadic structure over a 
structural fourth included notes that resolved as extended 
notes of a dominant or tonic. They were often dissonant as 
the latter examples illustrated, 
Triadic harmonies abound in the music of Prokofiev 
but they are often formed as a result of the independent 
harmonization of each note of a structural voice and may 
even function as chordal scales if they run parallel. Sev-
enth chords and other altered chords are sometimes treated 
in this manner, 
Many composers of this century have been fascinated 
by chordal and melodic construction involving the division 
of octave into equal intervals. Prokofiev's propensity to 
compose along these lines should be reco~ized but the manner 
in which he organized equal interval scales or chords on 
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equal intervals is more important. Unrelated chord 
sequences and single contrapuntal-structural chords were 
subject to similar treatment. He gave these patterns tonal 
coherence by incorporating them with classical voice-leading 
principles. In instances where the tonality remains some-
what vague the same basic ideas still control the framework. 
From the simplest to more complex examples, the funda-
mental techniques that lent tonal coherence to unusual pro-
gressions have been discussed. A horizontalized succession 
of chord-defining intervals common to one scale were chro-
matically altered or modulated to another scale while trav-
eling in the same direction. Natural contrapuntal frame-
works that first contained quite ordinary harmonies were 
continually altered and filled with more unrelated chords, 
or sequences were formed which overlapped and gradually 
changed internally. The partial whole-tone scale that 
exists in the dominant tritone was used in the harmonization 
of a tetrachord in a sequential pattern. By the process of 
interruption a common progression was turned into an unex-
pected one by the presentation of a dissonance that could 
resolve in more than one direction. 
Indeed, one cannot go far in summing up Prokofiev's 
practices before confronting the deceptive cadence. In a 
literal sense it was first seen in the interruptions of the 
Classical Symphony. The tritone resoltuion changed direction 
1 1 1 
as the bass moved up a half or whole tone instead of 
progressing a fourth. The classical prototype was seen 
throughout the symphony and then its common voice-leading 
features were continually referred to as neighbor-note 
chords and passing chords that progressed to chords that 
received a dominant to tonic movement in the bass. The root 
progression of chords lying a third apart were associated 
with a deceptive motion in Romeo ~ Juliet. The suspension 
in the Third Sonata was compared to a deceptive resolution. 
In the Scythian Suite the second whole-tone series was a 
prolongation of the dominant that revolved around the first 
whole-tone series, producing chords on C and Ab• 
In a still larger concept it must be acknowledged 
that wherever Prokofiev could set in motion a standard or 
expected pattern, here was the place for deceiving motions. 
The chromatic alteration of voices passing through the 
octave in contrary motion, the split tetrachord, the change 
of key of scales progressing in the same direction are all 
examples of the composer's compulsion to deceive. 
The sudden shift of tonality that can be produced by 
a slight half-tone movement must be compared with the sub-
stitute dominant principle that proved to be so prominent. 
The classical progression in fourths offers the alternative 
move of a half step down instead of a step up that charac-
terizes the deceptive cadence. The similarity of resolving 
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down a half tone to progressing up a fourth is the 
characteristic of the substitute dominant. The variations 
of the substitute dominant chord become quite numerous as 
its own root may be interchanged for a root lying a tri tone 
away. Any chord acts as a substitute of another whose root 
lies at the interval of a tritone. 
It is actually the half tone that is put to work in 
the alternating of whole-tone scales. All the notes of one 
whole-tone scale can conceivably resolve a half tone up or 
down if the bass resolves to a note in the oppcsite whole-
tone series. 
The chromatic spiral is particularly useful to 
Prokofiev because it can function within a tonality and 
offers a device for modulation. The root progression of 
major third can also be incorporated within it but again it 
must be made clear that it is another way of progressin~ in 
half tones to a particular goal. 
Finally, Prokofiev juxtaposed a neighbor note or ten-
dency tone over its resolution for the purpose of achieving 
dissonance. A parallel might be drawn to the classical com-
poser who juxtaposes a dominant chord over the tonic. 
It would seem that the tendency to have a diatonic 
outline or a structural framework based on a clear-cut root 
progression of equal-distant intervals, or a mixture of 
intervals larger than a whole step, kept Prokofiev from the 
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chromaticism of the late Romantic Period. Chromaticism is 
an adjunct or does the connectinc: work in the upper voices; 
the half-tone shift is responsible for all kinds of decep-
tive motions, but the implications are that Prokofiev felt 
that half-tone progressions were closely allied to the strong 
fourth progression. He generally achieved a bold forward 
and direct means of expression. 
Prokofiev's harmonic idiom permitted a wide range of 
tonal excursions without loss of interest. There was always 
the home key to refer back to and the points made by the 
unexpected turn of harmony are, therefore, always keenly 
felt. 
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